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ABSTRACT
Karandikar, Rajas H. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2018. Assessment of DCnet:
A New Data Center Network Architecture. Major Professor: Douglas Comer.
Migration of enterprise computation and storage to cloud data centers has imposed
new communication requirements and a need for fundamental changes in infrastructure. As more applications are hosted inside virtual machines and containers in the
cloud, a signiﬁcant amount of networking occurs within data centers, increasing the
so-called east-west communication. With the increasing use of virtual machines and
their migration across physical servers, future data centers must support eﬃcient mobility in addition to traditional requirements of scalability and easy manageability.
This dissertation proposes and analyzes a radical redesign of data center networks,
using a new approach called DCnet. DCnet changes the addressing and routing at
layers 2 and 3 completely. The new design allows an organization to assign addresses
that span multiple data centers and allows virtual machines to be migrated freely
within a single data center as well as across data centers. DCnet retains compatibility with existing hardware by using the same fundamental principles of Ethernet and
IP. DCnet uses a unique ID to identify virtual machines, and derives an IP address
by appending the unique ID to an IP preﬁx. Consequently, DCnet is able to use
both IPv6 and IPv4 natively; this dissertation uses IPv6 in examples. Furthermore,
DCnet does not require any changes to the host environments including operating
systems, application programming interfaces, libraries or applications, thus providing
a feasible solution for future data centers.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a widely accepted solution that oﬀers on-demand computing and
storage at a reasonable cost [1]. Adoption of cloud means that computation and
storage moves from local PCs and servers to cloud data centers. As enterprise communication moves to cloud, enormous amount of communication occurs within data
centers. Cloud providers exploit economies of scale to achieve cost eﬃciency by building bigger data centers (so-called mega data centers) [2]. Virtualization plays a key
role in the ability of a cloud data center to accommodate elastic scaling of physical resources [3] [4] [5]. Migration of virtual machines (VMs) and containers across
physical servers allows a cloud provider to achieve high compute and power eﬃciency
by eliminating hot-spots, load balancing, shutting down idle resources and performing preventative maintenance [6] [7]. A lot of techniques, such as those described
by [8] [9] [10] [11] that improve eﬃciency of cloud data centers rely on unconstrained
VM migration. In principle, a VM is self-contained and can be moved between physical servers. However, VM migration imposes additional requirements on data center
networks.

In traditional networks, the Internet layer provides end-to-end connectivity. Nodes
connected to an IP network are identiﬁed using an IP address. Intermediate IP routers
in an IP network use the destination IP address in a datagram to forward it towards
the correct destination. In theory, if IP routers in the Internet could store a list of
all IP addresses and a next hop for each address, one could use a ﬂat addressing
scheme for IP addresses. However, given the number of possible IP addresses, especially in IPv6, such a ﬂat addressing scheme is impossible. So, IP addressing uses a
hierarchical addressing scheme. Nodes that belong to a single network, are assigned
IP addresses that share a preﬁx. By doing so, a router that connects a network
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to the Internet, can identify the entire network to other routers using a single network preﬁx, as opposed to identifying every node connected to the network [12]. An
IP router uses a routing protocol to disseminate the network preﬁx of a connected
network to other IP routers. With the information gathered from neighboring IP
routers, an IP router builds a routing table containing a map of network preﬁxes and
the corresponding next hop IP addresses (i.e. an IP address of the connecting router).

The idea of aggregating node IP addresses into a single network preﬁx is further extended in the Internet. Multiple network preﬁxes can further be aggregated
into a network of networks by identifying them using a shorter preﬁx [13]. With
such a hierarchical addressing scheme, IP routers keep track of network preﬁxes and
corresponding next hops in forwarding tables and provide an eﬃcient solution for
end-to-end connectivity. Thus, an IP address encodes the location of a node in a
complex network.

Transport Layer protocols like Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) use Internet
layer services and provide an application-to-application connectivity. Applications on
hosts are identiﬁed by port numbers. Conceptually, a TCP connection can be identiﬁed by the two end host identiﬁers and the two port numbers of the applications.
To identify the end hosts, TCP uses IP addresses [14]. Thus, an IP address provides
dual purpose: it encodes location and provides identity. This dual purpose makes
the problem of mobility in an IP network challenging. If a node is moved to a new
network, its IP address should change to an address that is derived from the network
preﬁx of the new network to maintain IP connectivity. Consequently, the application
state of a moving host cannot persist across migrations.

To preserve a VM’s state across a migration, the VM should be able to maintain
open TCP connections and should therefore retain its IP address. In a traditional
network, preservation of an IP address is possible only if a VM moves within the same
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subnet. In a traditional data center, a single rack or a handful of racks are assigned
a single subnet [15]. An IP routing protocol is used to establish connectivity between
the subnets. So, a VM can only be moved within a small area of a data center without requiring to obtain a new IP address. Thus, cloud providers cannot fully utilize
VM migration techniques for global resource optimization and application expansions.

One solution to the challenge of host/VM mobility involves decoupling of TCP
state from location address of the host, i.e. the IP address. The idea of separating the location and identity of nodes into two separate addresses is currently being
explored by industry and academic researchers. For example, The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which is responsible for standardizing networking protocols,
has developed the Locator/Identiﬁer Separation Protocol (LISP) [16]. The idea behind such eﬀorts is that the identity of a node remains constant while the location
address changes as the node moves. Higher layer protocols like TCP, use the constant identity addresses so a node can maintain its TCP connections while moving.
With the separation of location and identity addresses, an additional architectural
element is required to maintain the mapping between identity and location addresses.

Taking into consideration the challenges of VM/host mobility, DCnet proposes a
new data center network architecture. The key features of this architecture are:
• A single organization can span multiple data centers. Network hardware and
software support VM mobility throughout the organization.
• A VM (or other addressable entity) uses an IP address for end-to-end communication and preserves the IP address across migrations.
• Layer 2 addressing is expanded into location and identity addresses. Location
addresses use a hierarchical structure.
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• An IP address that is assigned to a VM remains globally valid and provides
connectivity internal and external to the organization (i.e. to the global Internet).
• DCnet does not require changes to Operating Systems, Application Programming Interfaces, libraries or applications.
A data center network is highly structured [17] [18] [19] [20], and typically under
the control of a single organization. Internet protocols such as TCP are designed to
work in many diﬀerent kinds of heterogeneous networks. However, the highly structured nature of a data center network can be exploited to design eﬃcient protocols or
augment existing Internet protocols to increase their eﬃciency. Some protocols and
systems speciﬁcally designed for data centers depend on the presence of advanced
hardware features or they require changes in network switches. However, to remain
compatible with the existing hardware, a number of services in data centers employ
an end-host based approach, i.e. the hypervisor software in the physical servers implement the services while keeping the network switches unchanged. Such new designs
and protocols can be implemented in DCnet since DCnet does not require changes to
end hosts. Some examples of end-host based services oﬀered in data centers are enhancements to transport protocols such as TCP [21] [22] [23] [24], end-host based load
balancing [25] [26], and end-host based Quality-of-Service [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32].

Some of the existing solutions to support live VM migration in a data center use
standard tunneling protocols such as VXLAN [33], NVGRE [34] or custom tunneling
protocols. Tunneling can be implemented in software, however, such a scheme incurs
an overhead in terms of latency or CPU utilization [35] [36] [37] or both. To save
CPU resources for VMs and containers and to improve the latency due to encapsulation and decapsulation operations, specialized hardware may be used [35], [37].
However specialized hardware may increase the cost of the data center, and may not
be available for mid-level organizations. The DCnet approach does not use tunneling;
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the DCnet approach relies on address rewriting which is supported by most of the
commodity switches. Tunnel endpoints are typically set up inside virtual switches
in physical servers, thus providing an out-of-the-network solution. For solutions that
use tunneling, switches inside the data center network are kept unchanged. DCnet,
on the other hand, uses an in-the-network solution. DCnet switches inside the data
center network use a special layer 2 address to perform forwarding. The DCnet approach leverages the hardware and software already present in commodity switches,
and requires no special hardware. Details of the DCnet approach are in the following
chapters.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys related work and draws
a comparison of the related work with DCnet. Chapter 3 provides a background and
history of data centers, and how server clusters evolved into today’s data centers.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the DCnet network architecture. Chapter 5 discusses
implementation details of DCnet. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 provide an evaluation of
the DCnet network architecture by reporting simulations and experimental results.
Chapter 9 summarizes the DCnet architecture and draws key conclusions. Chapter 10
discusses how the DCnet architecture can be extended to data centers of the future.

6

2 LITERATURE SURVEY
In this chapter, we review existing work that is related to DCnet. We identify the
similarities and diﬀerences between DCnet and the work mentioned here, and identify
some shortcomings in the work, and how DCnet tries to overcome them.

Monsoon [38] proposes a data center network architecture based on a scale-out
model, i.e. a data center that is built using a large number of less expensive network components. The Monsoon architecture approach is diﬀerent from traditional
data center networks that were built using expensive network components. Cloud
providers, at the time the Monsoon architecture was proposed, used two sets of IP
addresses: virtual IP (VIP) is the IP address that an Internet host uses to request a
service, and a direct IP is assigned to a physical server or a VM in a data center. A
VIP is mapped to a set of DIPs internally to balance the load over a set of servers.
In traditional data centers, servers are divided into diﬀerent layer 2 domains, through
the use of VLANs, and communication between servers lying in diﬀerent VLANs has
to go through expensive and over-subscribed layer 3 network switches. Applications,
thus, cannot grow beyond a limit before being constrained by the hierarchical nature of the networking in traditional data centers. The Monsoon approach solves the
problems by allowing a single layer 2 network to span the entire data center, and by
providing enough network capacity for servers to communicate with each other, and
also remains compatible with the VIP/DIP mapping style load balancing scheme.
The Monsoon architecture employs commodity network switches to build a scale-out
data center. In Monsoon, the network switches do not need a MAC learning table
that stores MAC addresses of all the servers. Instead, switches only need to store
MAC addresses of other switches in the network, which is feasible. The Monsoon
approach uses two layers of MAC-in-MAC encapsulation. The innermost datagram
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is the original datagram generated by the server, the middle layer 2 header contains
the MAC address of the destination ToR switch, and the outermost header contains
the MAC address of a randomly chosen core switch. The outermost header provides
a randomized approach to spread traﬃc evenly over the data center network. A centralized binding server is needed to maintain a mapping between servers and their
ToR switches. The Monsoon architecture replaces the ARP with a request sent to the
centralized binding server. The binding server sends the MAC address of the target
ToR switch and a list of MAC addresses of core switches, one of which is chosen by
the source server to be added in the outermost header.

Vl2 [18] is a data center network architecture that implements a virtual layer 2 for
all servers, and thus VMs, in a data center. VL2 tries to solve three objectives. First,
it provides uniform high capacity for server-to-server communication. Second, it provides performance isolation between services. Third, it provides layer 2 semantics
to servers and VMs in order to facilitate ﬂexible mapping of services to servers and
facilitate VM migration throughout the data center. The VL2 data center network
topology is a three layer clos network, the lowest layer consists of ToR switches, the
middle layer consists of aggregate switches and the top layer consists of intermediate
switches. Each ToR switch is connected to two aggregate switches. Each aggregate
switch is connected to all intermediate switches. Greenberg et. al in [18] presents
measurements on real data center networks and conclude that the data center traﬃc
does not conform to any repeating pattern, and that the traﬃc matrix within a data
center changes rapidly. To serve high uniform capacity to a rapidly changing traﬃc,
VL2 uses a randomized method of distributing ﬂows, called Valiant Load Balancing.
To provide layer 2 semantics to servers and VMs, VL2 employs a separation of identity and location addresses; each VM/server is assigned a identity IP address known
as an Application Address (AA). Each switch and interface is assigned a location
IP address known as a Location Address (LA). VMs only use AAs to communicate
with each other. The network infrastructure maps an AA to an LA and uses the LA
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to transport packets between VMs. The mapping between AAs and LAs is maintained by a centralized binding server. The physical server that hosts a VM traps
ARP requests generated by the VM, and forwards the request to the binding server.
The binding server responds with the LA of the ToR switch that hosts the target
VM. The source physical server then encapsulates the original datagram into an IP
header, with the LA of the target ToR switch as the destination IP address. In order
to achieve valiant load balancing, a ﬂow between two VMs is routed through a random intermediate switch. All intermediate switches are assigned the same anycast
IP address. A third layer of encapsulation is used to insert the anycast IP address
into the original datagram. Equal Cost MultiPathing (ECMP) is then used on the
outermost IP header to randomly choose an intermediate switch. VL2, thus, uses
two layers of encapsulation, ﬁrst encapsulation to implement separation of identity
and location address, and second encapsulation to perform valiant load balancing to
provide uniform high capacity and performance isolation.

Portland [39] proposes a scalable fault-tolerant layer 2 data center network fabric. The main objectives of Portland are: support live VM migration throughout
a data center, utilization of multiple paths between hosts in a data center and obviate switch conﬁguration before deployment. Portland uses a Fat-tree data center
network topology but argues that the architecture works for any multi-rooted tree
network topology. Each end host (i.e. a VM) in the data center is assigned a location
based layer 2 address, known as the Positional Pseudo MAC (PMAC) address, along
with the standard actual MAC (AMAC) address and an IP address. The AMAC
and IP addresses remain unchanged, whereas the PMAC address changes when a
VM moves in the data center to reﬂect its new location. The PMAC address is of
the form pod.position.port.vmid. When an edge switch (i.e. a ToR switch) receives a
datagram from one of the VMs in the rack, and does not ﬁnd an entry for the VM in
its binding table, assigns a vmid to the VM, and generates a PMAC address for the
VM. A logically centralized binding server, known as the Fabric Manager, maintains
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the mapping between IP address, AMAC address and PMAC address of all VMs.
ToR switches forward new bindings to the Fabric Manager. ARP requests generated
by VMs are trapped and sent to the Fabric Manager for resolution, which responds
with the PMAC address of the target VM. Data center switches use the PMAC address of the destination VM to forward datagrams. Egress edge switch, i.e. the ToR
switch that hosts the destination VM, rewrites the PMAC address with the AMAC
address of the destination VM, and forwards the datagram towards the server (based
on the port in the PMAC address). If the Fabric Manager does not contain an entry
for the target VM in its binding table (in case the target VM has never generated any
traﬃc, or the entry has timed out), the ARP request is broadcast to all end hosts in
the data center. Similarly, when a VM migrates, its PMAC changes, and additional
eﬀort has to be taken to update the ARP cached of VMs in communication with the
migrated VM with the new PMAC address. Portland proposes a Location Discovery
Protocol (LDP) to build a “plug-and-play” data center. When a new switch is connected to the network (for example after a switch fails), it discovers its position in
the network by exchanging messages with its neighbors. Thus, switches do not need
to be conﬁgured before deployment.

Crossroads [40] proposes a network fabric that uses Software Deﬁned Networking
(SDN) to provide live and oﬄine VM mobility within data centers as well as across
data centers. It may not be possible to assign IP addresses belonging to the same
subnet to all the VMs, which is a requirement for an architecture like Portland to
work as intended. Crossroads uses the idea of assigning PMACs to VMs, and extends
it by also assigning each VM a Pseudo IP (PIP). Both, PMAC and PIP, are location addresses, the PMAC is of the form dcid.pod.position.port.vmid and PIP is of
the form privateNetworkId.dcid.subnetid.hostid. Traﬃc that stays within a data center is handled solely based on PMAC addresses, whereas traﬃc that crosses a layer 3
boundary is handled using the PIP address. Ingress edge switches (i.e. ToR switches)
replace the destination Ethernet and IP addresses with the PMAC and PIP addresses
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of the destination VM respectively. Egress edge switches restore the AMAC and IP
addresses of the destination VMs. Like Portland, Crossroads uses a set of controllers
to handle ARP requests generated by the VMs. Since all the VMs may not belong to
the same IP subnet, two types of ARP requests are generated. First, an ARP request
that targets a VM in the same network as the source. Second, an ARP request sent
to the gateway (or a default router) because the target VM is not present in the same
network as the source VM. When a VM in Crossroads migrates, its PMAC and PIP
addresses change to reﬂect its new location, and the rules in network switches and
binding tables in controllers have to be updated accordingly. There are two cases
that the Crossroads architecture has to handle related to state change after a VM
migration: intra-data center migration and inter-data center migration.

WL2 [41] builds a single layer 2 network across multiple data centers that connect
to each other over the Internet, and allows live VM migration within a data center as
well as across data centers. WL2 uses tunneling to connect virtual switches belonging
to a single data center in a full mesh. A set of gateway switches in a data center provides connectivity between VMs in diﬀerent data centers as well as between VMs and
the Internet. Gateway switches in all data centers use a tunneling protocol to connect
with each other over the Internet, and are connected to form a full mesh. Each VM
is associated with a hierarchical MAC address called Virtual MAC (VMAC), which
contains the data center ID, the virtual switch ID, the VM ID and the tenant ID.
WL2 uses a centralized controller to handle control traﬃc such as DHCP and ARP.
An address resolution request for a VM IP address gets resolved into the VMAC of
the destination VM, and is included in the packet generated by the source VM. The
destination virtual switch rewrites the VMAC with the actual MAC address of the
destination VM before delivering the packet.
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Note that, to support VM mobility, the designs reviewed above follow the standard approach of assigning each VM separate identity and location addresses (either
using layer 2 addresses or layer 3 addresses, or both). In each case, routing employs
either multiple header encapsulations or address rewriting or both (WL2). In contrast, although DCnet uses location address at layer 2, all VMs on a single server
share the same location address. In all of the related projects, address resolution
involves sending a request to a centralized database which is not scalable in large
data centers. DCnet does not need to use a centralized database to perform address
resolution, and thus, DCnet avoids the scalability issues.

An alternative to performing live VM migration for providing uninterrupted service is to migrate individual TCP connections. Here, we explore a few such techniques.
SockMi [42] is a solution that can be used to migrate TCP connections between physical computers. The SockMi solution uses a kernel module and a user-space daemon.
The SockMi kernel module provides a mechanism to save and restore the state of migrating sockets. The SockMi daemon communicates with SockMi daemons on other
computers and exchanges socket state during migration. The SockMi solution uses
Destination Network Address Translation (DNAT) at the “Exporting” computer (i.e.
the computer from which a TCP connection end point migrates) to redirect IP packets towards the new computer (“Importing” computer). At the importing computer,
Source Network Address Translation (SNAT) is used to rewrite the source IP address
in the outgoing packets belonging to the TCP connection with the IP address of the
original computer (i.e. the Exporting computer).

MSOCKS [43] is a solution that enables mobile nodes to maintain TCP connections when they change their IP address. The change in IP address may be due
to a physical movement of the node in the diﬀerent IP network or due to a change
in the network interface used for the TCP connection (for example switching from
wired network connection to a wireless connection). The MSOCKS solution uses a
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proxy computer between the TCP server and the mobile node. The mobile node
ﬁrst connects to the proxy. The proxy then connects to the server on behalf of the
mobile node, and splices the two TCP connections together. Due to TCP splicing,
the mobile node and server think they are connected to each other over a single
TCP connection. The mobile node in the MSOCKS solution runs a MSOCKS library that intercepts the system calls “connect()”, “bind()”, “accept()” and converts
them into the MSOCKS protocol exchange messages between the mobile node and
the proxy. When the mobile node changes its IP address, or changes the outgoing
network interface, the MSOCKS library sends a special “RECONNECT” message to
the proxy. The proxy then tears down the old mobile node-to-proxy connection and
splices the new mobile node-to-proxy connection with the proxy-to-server connection.

Reliable sockets (rocks) [44] allow one of the end hosts in a TCP connection to
change its IP address and maintain the TCP connection. The rocks solution uses a
shim user-level library that implements the same socket API as part of UNIX-like
operating systems. The rocks library can be linked statically or dynamically with
an application willing to use reliable sockets. The rocks library maintains connection
information such as the end point IP addresses and port numbers, and also maintains
a buﬀer of in-ﬂight data. The buﬀer of in-ﬂight data is used to recover data that is lost
during crashes, migrations, changes in IP addresses, etc. The reliable sockets remain
inter-operable with normal sockets, and as such provide the reliable socket service
transparently to the applications. A separate control channel (a TCP connection)
between peers is used to detect failures and migrations.
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3 BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF DATA CENTER ARCHITECTURES
The boom in the microprocessor industry in the 1980s led to the proliferation of
PCs [45]. In the 1990s, growing popularity of the freely available Linux Operating
System coupled with the importance of Information Technology (IT) applications,
organizations started deploying a large number of PCs, typically called servers [46].
Around the same time, advances in networking technologies drove down the cost of
networking equipment. Organizations started to deploy large number of servers in
a single room, connected with each other in a hierarchical design using structured
cabling. The specially designed computer rooms were early ancestors of today’s data
centers. At the time of writing this dissertation, a data center typically means a
building, or a unit inside a building which houses computer systems along with the
required networking, storage, power supply and cooling systems.

Similar to a data center, a supercomputer is a system composed of large number
of servers connected to each other using a high speed interconnect. Supercomputers
predate data centers by about 20 years [47]. One of the oldest and most successful supercomputers was the Cray-1 designed and manufactured by Cray Research [48]. The
Cray-1 and most of the supercomputers designed at the same time used special processors known as vector processors [49]. Vector processors dominated supercomputer
designs until the cost eﬀective microprocessors with advanced processing features and
better memory management became available. In 1994, Thomas Sterling and Donald
Becker built a cluster using commodity-oﬀ-the-shelf (COTS) computer systems to
build a supercomputer, resulting in a loosely-coupled supercomputer. Such a supercomputer is known as a Beowulf cluster [50] and is more akin to modern day data
centers than tightly-coupled supercomputers of 1970s and 1980s.
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The very ﬁrst supercomputers used a shared memory model; all processors had
access to the entire memory. Such supercomputers typically employed a relatively
small number of processors, but the processors themselves were able to perform operations on large vectors of data (vector processors). As the number of processors
in supercomputers increased, the management of shared memory became infeasible.
Consequently, supercomputers started using distributed memory system architecture,
where each processor was directly connected to some memory but had access to other
processors’ memory using inter-processor communication. Such a memory architecture is known as Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture [47]. A NUMA
architecture suﬀers from scaling issues beyond a certain number of processors. As supercomputers started using more processors, a more distributed architecture became
necessary, such as a cluster of compute nodes connected to each other with a high
speed network. As the processing speed of individual compute nodes increases, the
network connecting the compute nodes to each other becomes a source of bottleneck.
Supercomputer interconnects went through several stages of evolution after the advent of cluster supercomputers as explained below. Data center network architectures
are inspired from a long history of supercomputer interconnects.

3.1 Evolution of Supercomputer Interconnects
3.1.1 Interconnect Technology
Inﬁniband
Inﬁniband (IB) is a network communication technology used in high-performance
computing [51]. IB is also used to connect storage systems to each other. IB is widely
used in supercomputers; in June 2017, 35.4% of top 500 supercomputers used IB as
the interconnect technology. The performance share of IB for top 500 supercomputers
is 26.3% [52] . IB supports Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) which reduces
compute node communication latency which is very critical in a supercomputer.
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Ethernet
Ethernet gained a lot of traction in supercomputers in the late 1990s and early
2000s. In June 2017, 39% of top 500 supercomputers used 10G Ethernet as the
interconnect technology. The performance share of 10G Ethernet for top 500 supercomputers is 17.1% [52] . Ethernet and Inﬁniband account for 70% of interconnect
technologies in top 500 supercomputers. RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) is
an attempt to support RDMA over Converged Ethernet (a.k.a lossless Ethernet or
Data Center Bridging).

Proprietary Technologies
In addition to open technologies like Inﬁniband and Ethernet, supercomputers
employ proprietary technologies including Aries Network (Cray) [53], Omni-path (Intel) [54] and Tofu (Fujitsu) [55] interconnects.

3.1.2 Interconnect Topologies
Supercomputers are mainly used to solve scientiﬁc problems. Many scientiﬁc problems can be mapped onto three dimensional nodes that model the real world objects
being studied. Nodes in such representation typically present communication patterns
such as nearest-neighbor, all-reduce, all-to-all, etc. [47] [56]. A high-performance computing algorithm beneﬁts from a network that connects compute nodes in a topology
that matches adjacencies in the problem space. Supercomputer interconnect topologies are optimized for communication patterns widely observed in such problems.
Workloads in a data center do not show any structured communication patterns.
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Supercomputer interconnect topologies fall into two categories:
• Direct topologies: Each switch/router is connected to at least one compute
node.
• Indirect topologies: Compute nodes are attached to the edge of the network
only. Many switches/routers are only connected to other switches/routers.

k-ary n-Mesh and Hypercube Topology
A k-ary n-mesh is a network consisting of n dimensions with k nodes in each
dimension. Each node is connected to its neighboring nodes in all the dimensions.
Figure 3.1 shows two examples of k-ary n-mesh interconnection topology. A hypercube
topology is a special case of a k-ary n-mesh, where number of nodes in each dimension,
i.e. k, is equal to 2.

Compute node

Routing node

4-ary 1-mesh

3-ary 2-mesh

Figure 3.1.: Mesh topology interconnect.
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k-ary n-Cube (Torus) Topology
A k-ary n-cube, also known as a torus, is a k-ary n-mesh topology with direct
links between edge routers in each dimension. Figure 3.2 shows two examples of kary n-cube topologies. By adding a link between edge nodes, the diameter of torus
is half that of the corresponding mesh. Reducing the diameter of a network reduces
the worst case communication latency between nodes.

Compute node

Routing node

4-ary 1-cube

3-ary 2-cube

Figure 3.2.: Torus topology interconnect.

k-ary n-Tree Topology
k-ary n-trees [57] form a speciﬁc subset of generic fat-trees. A k-ary n-tree topology
consists of n levels of k (n−1) routers. Routers in a level are connected to routers in
adjacent levels only. Compute nodes, total of k n , are connected to only the lowest
level of routers in the tree. Unlike the mesh and torus networks, a k-ary n-tree is an
indirect network. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a k-ary n-tree topology.
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Routing node

Compute node

4-ary 2-tree

Figure 3.3.: k-ary n-tree topology interconnect.

High Radix Topologies
Technological constraints drive the choice of a particular topology. For example, a
25 node network can be connected as a 25-ary 1-cube or a 5-ary 2-cube. The diameter
of the 1D torus is 12, whereas the diameter of 2D torus is 4. However, the radix of
router nodes in the 2D torus is twice that of the routers in the 1D torus. As we increase
the number of dimensions in a topology, the diameter (hence the worst case latency)
decreases but the radix of routers increases. High radix networking equipment is either
technologically infeasible or is prohibitively expensive. Indirect networks such as k-ary
n-trees [57], butterﬂy network (k-ary n-ﬂy), folded clos [58], ﬂattened butterﬂy [59],
dragonﬂy [60], hyperx [61] can better utlilize high-radix routers than direct networks
such as torus and hypercubes [47].

3.1.3 Comparison of Supercomputers and Data Centers
One diﬀerence between supercomputers and data centers (for cloud computing)
arises from the applications that each supports. Supercomputers are mainly used for
scientiﬁc computing applications, which exhibit structured communication patterns.
Thus, supercomputer interconnects such as 2D or 3D torus are well-suited for commu-
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nication patterns that are observed in scientiﬁc problems. Cloud computing applications, unlike supercomputing applications, do not exhibit any structured communication patterns [18] . Consequently, data centers for cloud computing try to increase the
bisection bandwidth of the network to favor most commonly observed communication
patterns. Contemporary data centers use a multi-rooted fat-tree topology which has
a high bisection bandwidth and does not need expensive high radix switches.

In addition to the type of applications and communication patterns, the amount
of traﬃc exchanged between compute nodes determines the requirements of the interconnection network. Supercomputer nodes typically need to exchange large amounts
of data as compared to data center nodes, which is evident from diﬀerences in the
compute node speciﬁcations shown in Table 3.1. The data in the table is derived from
the comparison in [47].

Table 3.1.: Comparison of supercomputer servers and data center servers.
Property

Data Center server

Supercomputer
server

Sockets per server

2 (x86)

8 (x86)

Memory capacity

16 GB DRAM

32 GB or 64 GB DRAM

Compute Density

80 sockets per rack

192 sockets per rack

Network

100Mb/s (1 GigE NIC),

9.6GB/s

per socket

bandwidth

1Gb/s (10 GigE NIC)
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3.2 Evolution of Modern Data Centers
3.2.1 Cisco Three Tier Architecture
Cisco pioneered the idea of a commercial data center by designing a three tier
data center network architecture [62] which is illustrated in Figure 3.4. As the name
suggests, a Cisco data center is made up of three layers of connectivity:
• Access Layer: Te lowest layer in the architecture, known as the Access layer
connects to end hosts, typically racks of servers, but possibly wireless hosts,
main-frame computers, etc. The Access layer uses Layer 2 networking technologies like Ethernet.
• Aggregation Layer: The Aggregation layer interconnects multiple Access layer
networks and provides services like load balancing, ﬁrewall, SSL oﬄoading, etc.
• Core Layer: The Core layer interconnects aggregation layer switches and provides connectivity among all servers within the data center. It also connects
to the global Internet to provide communication between servers in data center
and Internet hosts.
Cisco designed the three tier model by taking into account the traﬃc characteristics at the time. The initial traﬃc patterns on cloud applications suggested more
traﬃc entered and exited the data center than passed from one server in the data center to another server in the data center. Thus, the Cisco three tier model provides a
strong external connectivity but oversubscribes internal links. As cloud applications
matured, the ratio of external to internal traﬃc decreased and the oversubscribed
data center links proved to be a bottleneck for servers trying to communicate with
other servers. For better performance, cloud providers had to schedule applications
under a single aggregation module which restricted application expansions and placement optimization.
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Campus Core

10 GigE
1 GigE

Core Layer

Aggregation
Layer

Access
Layer

Figure 3.4.: Cisco three tier data center architecture.

Core switches in the Cisco architecture provide an extremely fast packet switching
capability, which makes them very expensive. Upgrading such a data center requires
a scale-up model where individual switches in the data center are upgraded to higher
port densities and higher packet switching rates. A scale-up model of upgrading has
diﬃculties due to high costs and unavailability of high speed and high port density
switches. Commercial data centers are now starting to move away from a scale-up
model like the Cisco architecture and towards a scale-out model of building data
centers [15] [38] [18] [63].

3.2.2 Fat-tree Data Center Architecture
Fat-tree data center network architecture employs a set of low speed switches
with dense interconnection topology [17]. The motivation is to lower cost by replacing costly high-end switches with Commodity oﬀ-the-shelf (COTS) switches. Fat-tree
architecture, thus, uses a scale-out model of upgrading the data center [64] . Fat-tree
architecture provides a 1:1 over-subscription ratio for better intra-data center connec-
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tivity. The Fat-tree architecture is inspired by the clos architecture used in telephone
switches [58] and so fat-tree network is also called a folded-clos network. Figure 3.5
illustrates an example Fat-tree data center architecture for 16 servers. A Fat-tree
architecture is built using a set of identical switches with a ﬁxed radix (port density).
A Fat-tree of radix k switches, consists of k pods with each pod made up of two layers
of k/2 switches connected as a bipartite graph. The lowest level of switches are ToR
switches which provide connectivity to racks of servers. The highest level of switches,
called core switches, provides connectivity between the k pods.

Switch
Server/Server Rack

Figure 3.5.: Fat-tree network of switches with radix=4.

Singh et. al. [63], describes the evolution of network architectures employed in
Google Data Centers. An early design, called a 3+1 cluster used four core switches
to interconnect multiple racks of servers. The cluster design could not be scaled up
because of high expense of the four cluster switches and unavailability of high performance switches, a similar problem that the Cisco architecture faced. Google moved
to a multi-layer folded-clos network that is built using smaller switches. Facebook
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data centers also follow a similar trend [15]. The Facebook data center architecture
is a slightly modiﬁed Fat-tree network. Each rack in the data center is assigned a
separate IP subnet, and the switches use the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) along
with the Equal Cost Multi-Pathing (ECMP) technique to route traﬃc between racks
in the data center.

3.2.3 Recursively Deﬁned Data Center Networks
All the data center architectures presented in the previous sections use servers as
end hosts; servers do not perform packet forwarding. A diﬀerent approach to build
modular data centers is to equip servers with multiple NICs, and have the servers
perform packet forwarding along with normal switches.

BCube
BCube [19] is a data center network architecture that uses multiple Network Interface Cards (NIC) in the servers (end hosts) and enables a server to act as a network switch. BCube is a recursively deﬁned network. BCube0 consists of n servers
connected with each other using an n-port switch. A Bcubek (k > 0) consists of
n BCubek−1 s and nk n-port switches. Level-k port of the i-th server in the j-th
BCubek−1 is connected to the j-th port of the i-th switch at level k. The total
number of servers in a BCubek built using n-port switches is nk+1 , and a BCubek
consists of k + 1 level of switches with nk switches at each level. Servers in a BCubek
are labeled ak−1 ak−2 ...a0 (0 <= ai <= n − 1), and servers at level l are labeled as
< l, sk−1 sk−2 ...s0 > (0 <= si <= n − 1). Figure 3.6 shows a BCube1 built using
4-port switches.
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Switch
Server

00

<1,0>

<1,1>

<1,2>

<0,0>

<0,1>

<0,2>

01

02

03

BCube0 - 0

10

11

BCube0 - 1

12

13

20

21

BCube0 - 2

22

<1,3>

<0,3>

23

30

31

32

33

BCube0 - 3

Figure 3.6.: BCube1 built using 4-port switches.

DCell
DCell [20] uses a similar approach as that of BCube, of using multi-NIC servers
and switches to construct a recursively deﬁned network for a data center. A DCell0
consists of n servers connected to each other using an n-port switch. A Dcellk (k > 0)
is constructed using DCellk−1 s. If a single DCellk−1 contains tk−1 servers, a DCellk
is constructed using tk−1 +1 DCellk−1 s. If a DCellk−1 is considered as a single virtual
node, then a DCellk consists of a fully connected graph of tk−1 + 1 virtual nodes (i.e.
DCellk−1 s). Servers in a DCellk are labeled ak ak−1 ...a0 such that ai (1 <= i <= k)
is the ID of the DCelli−1 that was used to recursively construct the DCelli , and a0
is the ID of the server in the corresponding DCell0 . Figure 3.7 shows a DCell1 built
using 4-port switches.
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Switch

DCell0 - 4
DCell0 - 0

Server
4,0

4,1

4,2

4,3

0,0

0,1

3,3

0,2
0,3

3,2
DCell0 - 3
3,1

1,0
1,1

3,0
2,3

2,2

1,2
2,1

2,0

1,3

DCell0 - 2

Figure 3.7.: DCell1 built using 4-port switches.

DCell0 - 1
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4 OVERVIEW OF THE DCNET ARCHITECTURE
4.1 Fundamental Ideas in DCnet
Server virtualization is used to build high scale and eﬃcient data centers. An
advantage of server virtualization is that the computation that is virtualized is not
tied to a physical server; it can be moved across physical servers. While just the
computation (without networking requirements) can move freely, traditional network
infrastructure puts constraints on where a networked computation can move. This
severely limits a cloud provider’s ability to extract maximum eﬃciency from data centers. DCnet proposes a network architecture where network infrastructure natively
supports virtual machine migration throughout the organization.

Theoretically, it is possible to design an entirely new architecture with required
features, however it is challenging to redesign an architecture which is compatible
with existing hardware. A feasible design is the one that uses same building blocks
of existing technology. DCnet retains the basics from IP and Ethernet, thus allowing
DCnet to use the existing hardware without modiﬁcations.

To support virtual machine migration throughout an organization using fundamental building blocks of IP and Ethernet, a very important requirement must be
satisﬁed: from the point of view of layers 3 and above, the entire organization must
operate as a single layer 2 network. Since Ethernet uses a ﬂat addressing scheme,
building a giant layer 2 network spanning an entire organization, including multiple
data centers, is impossible. To overcome the limitation, DCnet infrastructure generates an illusion of a single layer 2 network spanning the entire organization, for which
DCnet uses two important techniques:
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• Separation of identity and location addresses.
• Expansion of layer 2 addressing from a ﬂat scheme to a hierarchical scheme.

4.2 Addressing in DCnet
4.2.1 Identity Addresses
DCnet assigns each addressable entity in an organization a 24-bit Unique-ID (UID)
which remains constant throughout the life of the entity. An addressable entity can be
a VM, a container (VMs and containers are used interchangeably in this document)
or a physical server. Using the UID, following protocol addresses are assigned to the
entity:
• 48-bit MAC Address, called UID-MAC, by placing the UID in lower 24 bits and
a reserved value in upper 24 bits.
• A globally valid IPv6 address, by placing the UID in the lower 24 bits, the
organization preﬁx in the upper p bits (1 <= p <= 104) and a reserved value
in the middle 104 − p bits.
The IPv6 address generated is globally valid and can be used for communication
within the organization or external to the organization, subject to organization policies. When a VM is created (e.g. by the VM orchestration system), it is assigned
a UID-MAC and a globally valid IPv6 address. The process of assigning identity
addresses can be integrated into address distribution protocols such as the Dynamic
Host Conﬁguration Protocol (DHCP) or Neighbor Discovery protocols.

4.2.2 Location Addresses
In addition to identity addresses, each addressable entity is assigned a layer 2
location address. Location addresses are valid only within the organization and their
purpose is to encode the location of the entity within the organization. A location
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address assigned to an end host is called a Routable MAC (RMAC) address. Switches
in data centers use location addresses to forward packets. When an entity moves, its
location address changes to reﬂect the new location. To map an entity’s identity with
its location, DCnet uses a logically centralized binding server.

DCnet envisions an organization network to be logically structured as follows:
• A single organization may own multiple data centers that may be interconnected.
• Each data center is divided into multiple divisions, and a set of core switches
in the data center connect the divisions together.
• Each data center division consists of racks of compute servers and a set of
switches connect the racks together.
• A single rack of servers hosts a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch to which all servers
in the rack are connected.
Such a structure of an organization is consistent with contemporary data center
and organization designs [15] [62] [17] [63]. The physical architecture leads to a
straightforward deﬁnition of RMAC: a single RMAC is divided into sub-ﬁelds that
encode the division identiﬁer at all levels of the network architecture. Table 4.1
illustrates the division of an RMAC into sub-ﬁelds. The Appendix provides more
details about how an RMAC is deﬁned for a speciﬁc data center network topology.

4.2.3 Binding Between Identity and Location Addresses
Each addressable entity in DCnet gets assigned an identity address (UID-MAC)
and a location address (RMAC) at layer 2. The identity address remains constant,
however the location address changes as the entity moves inside the organization.
End hosts (VMs, containers) only use identity addresses for communication and never
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Table 4.1.: Division of an RMAC address to encode location of an entity.
Field

Interpretation

Type

Identiﬁes type of packet: unicast, braodcast or multicast

DC ID

ID of data center within the organization

Division ID

ID of a division within a data center

Rack ID

ID of a rack within a data center division

Server ID

ID of a server within a single data center rack

know what their RMAC addresses are. The network infrastructure maps an identity
address to an RMAC address and uses the RMAC address to forward packets to
the destination. Consequently, a mapping between UID-MACs and RMACs is maintained by the network infrastructure. In DCnet, a logically centralized (but physically
distributed) binding server maintains such a mapping.

When an entity moves, it is assigned a new location address but keeps its identity
address. DCnet uses a VM migration technique such that before the VM migration
is complete, the binding between the UID-MAC and RMAC for the migrating VM
is updated in the binding server and is distributed to the relevant network switches.
Applications in the migrating VM keep using the identity address making the migration completely transparent to the operating system and applications running on the
VM.

4.3 Network Communication in DCnet
4.3.1 Address Resolution in DCnet
From the point of view of layer 3 software, DCnet creates an illusion of a single layer 2 network spanning an entire organization, that may include multiple data
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centers. From the point of view of end hosts (VMs, containers or physical servers),
all end hosts in the organization are connected to the same layer 2 network. Hosts
connected to a layer 2 network that wish to communicate using IP, must resolve each
other’s IP addresses into corresponding layer 2 addresses before they can send IP
traﬃc to each other. Depending on the version of IP, diﬀerent protocols are used for
said address resolution: Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used to resolve IPv4
addresses whereas Neighbor Discovery (ND) is used for IPv6 address resolution. To
perform address resolutoin, a node broadcasts (multicasts in case of IPv6) a resolution request over the layer 2 network. The target node upon receiving the request
responds with its layer 2 address.

End hosts in DCnet remain unaware of the new architecture and employ a standard address resolution protocol that either broadcasts or multicasts (IPv6) resolution requests. The DCnet network infrastructure assigns each entity two layer 2
addresses: UID-MAC and RMAC addresses. Network switches use the RMAC address in a packet to forward the packet towards its destination. One possible solution
to handle address resolution, where Host A wishes to resolve Host B’s IP address is:
1. Host A generates an address resolution request and broadcasts it.
2. The address resolution request is trapped by an intermediate switch and forwarded to the binding server.
3. The binding server generates a response with Host B’s RMAC address.
4. Host A uses Host B’s RMAC address in the packet and network switches forward the packet towards Host B.
5. The last hop switch (ToR of Host B) rewrites Host B’s RMAC with Host B’s
UID-MAC and forwards the packet towards Host B.
Portland [39], Crossroads [40] and VL2 [18] use a similar technique to perform
address resolution. Although a perfectly valid technique, a request to a centralized
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server for each address resolution proves to be a potential bottleneck in high scale
data centers. There are two major scalability issues that may arise:
• The binding server which responds to address resolution requests must be physically distributed but logically centralized, to serve a high number of requests.
Even so, a large data center will typically need hundreds of nodes in the binding
server cluster. For example, [65] shows that for a data center hosting 2 million
VMs, 667 controllers would be needed to handle the high rate of requests.
• The response time of requests to a centralized server adds unacceptable amount
of overhead to the ﬂow setup time. Studies on data center traﬃc characteristics [18] [66] have shown that 99% of ﬂows in a data center are “mice” ﬂows
(few megabytes in size) and are completed within 100 ms. An evaluation of
performance of controllers [67] have shown that the best possible response time
for a reasonable workload was always more than 10 ms, which is more than 10%
overhead for 99% of the ﬂows. Such a high overhead is unacceptable for many
cloud applications.
DCnet takes a diﬀerent approach to handle address resolution. In DCnet, the
addressing scheme permits a node’s UID-MAC and IPv6 address to be computed
from each other in constant time. The mapping is extremely eﬃcient which means
that given the IPv6 address of a node, the node’s UID-MAC address can be derived
directly without consulting an external database, without a protocol exchange, and
without extensive computation. DCnet aware VMs can simply perform address resolution locally without requiring to even send a resolution request. DCnet agnostic
VMs generate an address resolution request. The virtual switch inside the server
hypervisor intercepts the request, computes the target UID-MAC using the target
IP address, and generates and sends a response to the requesting VM. Thus, DCnet
avoids a potential scalability issue which can cripple large data centers.
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Address resolution in systems [39] [40] results in the routable MAC address whereas,
address resolution in DCnet results in the UID-MAC address. Consequently, in DCnet, packets generated by VMs will contain the UID-MAC address of the destination
VM. However, for packet forwarding, the network switches in DCnet use the RMAC
addresses. The following section describes how packets are forwarded in DCnet.

4.3.2 Packet Forwarding in DCnet
DCnet uses layer 2 to provide connectivity across an entire organization. From the
perspective of end hosts, all other hosts in the organization are connected to the same
layer 2 network. Packet forwarding on a traditional layer 2 network like Ethernet requires the network switches to learn the MAC addresses of hosts connected to them.
Once the network switches learn the MAC addresses associated with their ports, they
forward packets based on the Ethernet destination address. For Broadcast, Unknown
and Multicast (BUM) Ethernet destinations, a switch ﬂoods the packet on all ports
(except over which it arrived).

DCnet expands the Ethernet addressing into a hierarchical scheme (“location addresses”) which encodes the location of hosts. Packet forwarding for such a scheme
results in a smaller number of preﬁx and mask-based forwarding rules in switches.
However end hosts only deal with identity addresses to facilitate migration, and a
binding server maintains mapping between identity and location addresses of entities. Recall from previous sub-section that packets generated by end hosts contain
destination hosts’s UID-MAC addresses. For network switches to use the location
addresses (RMAC), the packets must somehow include the location addresses as well.
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In general, there are two techniques to add the location addresses in packets
generated by the end hosts:
• Encapsulate the packets generated by end hosts into a new Ethernet packet,
such that the outer Ethernet header contains the location address of the destination. In this scheme, the last hop physical switch (ToR) or the virtual switch
for the destination VM decapsulates the original packet and delivers the packet
to the destination VM.
• Rewrite the Ethernet destination address in the original packet with the location
address of the VM. Last hop physical switch (ToR) or the virtual switch for the
destination VM restores the original Ethernet destination address and delivers
the packet to the destination VM.
The ﬁrst strategy is used by VL2 [18] and Monsoon [38]. Both the projects use
two layers of encapsulation headers to add location information to the original packets. Adding encapsulation headers increases the overhead in the traﬃc, may decrease
goodput of applications, and may increase end-to-end latency, depending on whether
the hardware supports tunneling. Specialized hardware may be needed to support
line rate forwarding of tunnel traﬃc [35] [37] [36]. Encapsulation and decapsulation
performed in software also consumes CPU resources, which can be used to host more
VMs [35] [36]. DCnet uses the second approach of rewriting destination Ethernet
address (UID-MAC) with the location address (RMAC) of the destination VM.

For traﬃc that is local to a single rack, no rewriting is necessary because the ToR
switch maintains the mapping between UID-MACs and corresponding outgoing ports
for all hosts connected to the ToR (possibly in its MAC learning table). For traﬃc
that leaves a rack, destination UID-MAC address must be replaced with the corresponding RMAC address so that switches in the data center can use the RMAC to
forward the packet towards the destination. To this eﬀect, the ToR switch connected
to the source host performs the rewriting of UID-MAC to RMAC of destination host.
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When the packet reaches the destination physical server, the virtual switch in the
hypervisor restores the UID-MAC in the Ethernet header. Recall that, UID-MAC
can be derived from the IP address using a simple computation, so the virtual switch
does not need to consult any mapping table.

For traﬃc leaving a rack, the ToR switch performs UID-MAC to RMAC rewriting.
Consequently, all ToR switches need to consult the binding server which maintains
mapping between UID-MACs and RMACs. But, instead of ToRs sending a mapping
request, the binding server distributes the entire mapping table to all ToRs in a data
center. ToRs hold the mapping table in the RAM. A UID in DCnet occupies 24 bits
and an RMAC occupies 48-bits. Conservatively assuming 8 bytes for an RMAC, the
entire mapping table will require 128 MB of memory. Considering future expansion
using 27-bit UIDs, resulting mapping table will require 1 GB of memory. A hierarchical memory system consisting of DRAM and SRAM cache can reduce lookup latency
in large mapping tables.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the process of packet forwarding in a data center in DCnet. In
step 1, source VM (V MA ) generates a packet for destination VM (V MB ) with V MB ’s
IP and UID-MAC addresses. ToR switch connected to V MA looks up the UID-MAC
of V MB in its local mapping table and rewrites it with the RMAC of V MB . Data
center switches use the RMAC of V MB to forward the packet towards the server that
hosts V MB . The virtual switch on V MB ’s server restores the UID-MAC of V MB
using its IP address and forwards the packet to V MB .

4.3.3 Inter Data Center Connectivity and Connectivity to Global Internet in DCnet
DCnet network infrastructure assigns each end host a globally valid IPv6 address.
All hosts in an organization network, which may include multiple data centers, share
the same IPv6 preﬁx. When a node is assigned its IPv6 address (using an address
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Figure 4.1.: Packet forwarding in DCnet.

distribution protocol), the IPv6 preﬁx is conﬁgured to be “on-link”. According to
the standard IPv6 forwarding rules, when a host sends a packet to an IPv6 address
belonging to an “on-link” IPv6 preﬁx, the IPv6 destination in the packet is the next
hop. A packet with an “oﬀ-link” IP destination is sent to an IP router that advertises connectivity to that particular “oﬀ-link” IPv6 preﬁx. In a DCnet network, an
IPv6 preﬁx that is not the organization preﬁx is considered “oﬀ-link”. Thus, when a
host inside DCnet communicates with an Internet host, it sends the packets to an IP
router that advertises connectivity to the destination IPv6 preﬁx.

In DCnet, each data center contains a set of IP routers that advertise connectivity
to all “oﬀ-link” preﬁxes using a preﬁx length of zero (i.e. a default route). Data center
routers are assigned IPv6 addresses belonging to the organization preﬁx. Each end
host in DCnet receives a list of IP routers that advertise connectivity to the global
Internet (through a zero length IP preﬁx). Each host in DCnet uses the following
procedure while sending an IP packet:
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• If the IP destination belongs to the organization preﬁx, next hop is the destination. The host performs address resolution and sends the packet to the
destination. Along the way, the ToR switch connected to source host rewrites
the UID-MAC of the destination with the RMAC. The switches use the RMAC
to forward the packet. The virtual switch connected to the destination host
restores the UID-MAC before delivering the packet to the destination VM.
• If the IP destination does not belong to the organization preﬁx, next hop is
the IP router. The source host performs address resolution for the router’s IP
address and receives the router’s UID-MAC in response. The host sends the
packet with the router’s UID-MAC in the Ethernet destination ﬁeld. The ToR
switch connected to the source host rewrites the UID-MAC of the router with
the RMAC of the router. Intermediate switches use the router’s RMAC to
forward the packet towards the router.
Data center routers are also responsible for providing inter data center connectivity within the organization. When a host in a data center generates a packet for
a host in a diﬀerent data center, it follows the procedure of sending a packet to an
“on-link” destination. The source host performs address resolution to generate destination host’s UID-MAC, ﬁlls in the Ethernet destination ﬁeld, and transmits the
packet. According to DCnet packet forwarding rules, the ToR switch connected to the
source host rewrites the destination host’s UID-MAC with the appropriate RMAC.
The DC ID ﬁeld in the RMAC identiﬁes the data center within the organization.
Switches in source data center forward packets that are destined to other data centers to the IP routers of the source data center.

IP routers of all data centers are interconnected using a layer of switches, called
the Interconnectivity Layer. The Interconnectivity Layer also connects the data center routers to egress routers of the organization. Egress routers use the standard
Exterior Gateway Protocol: Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to advertise the orga-
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nization preﬁx to the global Internet. The Interconnectivity Layer is illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Each Interconnectivity Layer switch maintains a copy of the binding table
mapping UID-MACs to RMACs for the entire organization. The Interconnectivity
Layer switches handle two traﬃc scenarios:
• When a packet that has an IP address belonging to the organization arrives at
a switch, the switch software extracts the UID from the IP destination address.
It then matches the UID to appropriate RMAC, and using the DC ID in RMAC
forwards it to the correct data center IP router. This traﬃc scenario covers inter
data center traﬃc and traﬃc that arrives from a global Internet host destined
to a host inside the organization.
• When a packet that has an “oﬀ-link” IP destination address arrives at a switch,
the switch forwards the packet to an appropriate egress switch. This traﬃc
scenario covers the case when a host inside the organization sends a packet to
an Internet host.
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4.4 Multi-tenant Support in DCnet
Public cloud providers host multiple tenants in their data centers [68] [69] [70].
Private clouds may use data centers in a multiple tenant setting, by hosting applications as separate tenants. A multi-tenant data center typically supports the following
features:
• Traﬃc isolation: A VM belonging to a particular tenant must not be able to
send traﬃc to, or receive traﬃc from VMs belonging to other tenants, unless
deﬁned by a policy.
• Protection: Traﬃc belonging to a particular tenant must not be able to affect/disrupt other tenants’ communication.
• Quality-Of-Service: Provision of bandwidth guarantees for inter-VM traﬃc
and/or between the VMs and the public Internet.
• Access Control: Provision of policies that govern inter-VM connectivity (e.g.
set of VMs that can communicate with each other), and connectivity to the
public Internet (e.g. set of public IP addresses and application port numbers
that Internet hosts can communicate with).
• Tenant-subnetworks: Ability to divide a set of VMs belonging to a single tenant
into multiple sub-networks, and connect the sub-networks to form a hierarchy
of tenant sub-networks.
The DCnet architecture assigns each tenant a unique ID, known as the tenant ID.
Similarly, each tenant sub-network is assigned a tenant speciﬁc unique ID (i.e. an ID
unique with respect to a particular tenant) to identify the tenant sub-network. Tenant
ID and tenant sub-network ID are then used to enforce policies related to tenant
traﬃc. One way to enforce tenant traﬃc policies is by adding the tenant ID and the
tenant sub-network ID in the RMAC, since the RMAC is used by network switches in
DCnet to make forwarding decisions on packets. Although a valid technique, adding
the tenant ID and sub-network ID to the RMAC has a few disadvantages:
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• Recall that ToR switches in DCnet rewrite the UID-MAC of the IP destination
with its RMAC by consulting the binding table, and leaves the source Ethernet
ﬁeld in the packets unchanged. However, if the tenant ID and tenant subnetwork ID are stored in the RMAC, a mapping of source UID to RMAC will
have to be performed to retrieve the tenant ID and the sub-network ID of the
source VM, and may lead to an increase in the overhead at the ToR switches.
• The mapping between a UID and an RMAC is stored in the ToR switches.
Thus, invalid traﬃc (for e.g. traﬃc from a VM belonging a particular tenant
sent to a VM belonging to a diﬀerent tenant) has to reach a ToR switch in
order to be dropped, even though the two VMs in consideration may be present
on the same physical server. An alternative would be to store a VM-to-tenant
mapping on all hypervisors, and the hypervisors could enforce tenant traﬃc
policies using the mapping.
Note that, when a VM migrates in an organization, its ownership information (i.e.
the tenant to which it belongs) does not change. Thus, the tenant ID and the tenant
sub-network ID may be added to the identity address associated with a VM — UID
of a VM. In multi-tenant DCnet, the UID of a VM is generated using three pieces
of information: a tenant ID, a tenant sub-network ID, and an ID that identiﬁes a
unique VM belonging to the particular tenant. Recall that the IPv6 address assigned
to a VM in DCnet contains the UID, and thus also contains the tenant ID and tenant
sub-network ID. A hypervisor switch in multi-tenant DCnet extracts the tenant ID
and tenant sub-network ID of the source and the destination and enforces the policies
related to tenant traﬃc. Thus, by adding the tenant ID and the tenant sub-network
ID to the UID of a VM obviates the need to send all traﬃc to a ToR switch.
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The DCnet network architecture provides a mechanism to identify traﬃc belonging to a speciﬁc tenant and possibly a tenant sub-network. Traﬃc isolation, access
control, quality-of-service may be provided to the tenants using any hypervisor based
technique such as those described in [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32].
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5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF DCNET IN A DATA CENTER
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the DCnet architecture. Given the architecture of
a data center, the actual implementation depends on several factors like the network
topology, network switches, management protocols, etc. This chapter provides details of implementation of DCnet in a data center, focusing speciﬁcally on a Fat-tree
network topology.

5.1 Packet Forwarding Rules in Network Switches
DCnet expands layer 2 addressing by deﬁning hierarchical “location addresses”
called RMAC addresses. An RMAC encodes the location of an entity (VM, container) in the organization. Network switches use the RMAC in packets to forward
them to the correct location. The RMAC in Dcnet is speciﬁcally designed to aid
packet forwarding. Each network switch in the data center can use a set of simple
preﬁx and mask based rules to determine the port on which a packet should be forwarded.

Let us take an example of an organization consisting of D data centers, each data
center employing a Fat-tree topology built using radix = k switches. Such a Fat-tree
topology consists of the following:
• k 2 /2 core switches
• k divisions (a.k.a pods), each consisting of k switches:
– k/2 aggregate switches
– k/2 edge switches (ToR switches)
* Each edge switch connected to R physical servers
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An RMAC for such an organization is shown in Table 5.1. Appendix provides
more examples of RMAC deﬁnitions for diﬀerent data center topologies.
Table 5.1.: RMAC address for D Fat-tree data centers with radix=k switches.
Field

Size

Interpretation

Data Center ID

dlog2 (D)e bits

ID of a data center within an organization

POD ID

dlog2 (k)e

ID of a pod within a single Fat-tree network

ToR ID

dlog2 (k/2)e bits

ID of a ToR switch within a single pod

Server ID

dlog2 (R)e bits

ID of a server under a single ToR switch

We will also assume the following port numbering and connections:
• On all switches, ports are numbered 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1.
• On ToR switches, ports 0, 1, ..., (k/2 − 1) are connected to servers and ports
k/2, (k/2 + 1), ..., (k − 1) are connected to Aggregate switches.
• On Aggregate switches, ports 0, 1, ..., (k/2 − 1) are connected to ToR switches
and ports k/2, (k/2 + 1), ..., (k − 1) are connected to core switches.
• On Core switches, ports 0, 1, ..., (k − 1) are connected to an Aggregate switch
in pods 0, 1, ..., (k − 1) respectively.
Recall that end hosts in DCnet are associated with two layer 2 addresses: UIDMAC and RMAC. Aggregate and Core switches in the Fat-tree data center only see
packets with RMAC addresses. Consequently, Aggregate and Core switches use forwarding rules based on RMAC addresses only. Edge (ToR) switches perform rewriting
of layer 2 addresses in all packets leaving the rack. Thus, rules in ToR switches handle
both UID-MAC and RMAC addresses.
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5.1.1 Forwarding Rules in ToR Switches
Forwarding rules in ToR switches are the most complicated in comparison with
Aggregate and Core switch rules. A ToR switch in DCnet handles three kinds of
traﬃc:
• Traﬃc originating in the rack that stays within the rack. For this traﬃc no
address rewriting is necessary. Packets are forwarded out the corresponding
server port.
• Traﬃc originating in the rack that leaves the rack. For this traﬃc, the ToR
switch must replace the UID-MAC with the corresponding RMAC and forward
the packet to one of the aggregate switches.
• Traﬃc originating out of the rack destined for one of the hosts under the ToR
switch.
Algorithm 5.1 lists the algorithm used by ToR switches in a Fat-tree DCnet data
center to forward packets.

In the presented algorithm, lines 2-8 handle traﬃc arriving from one of the servers
under the rack. In this traﬃc, the destination Ethernet address will always be a
UID-MAC address. Line 3 checks if the destination host is in the same rack. If not,
lines 5-7 replace the UID-MAC destination with the corresponding RMAC. Lines 9-11
handle traﬃc coming from Aggregate switches. The destination Ethernet address in
these packets will always be an RMAC. In line 10 the server ID is extracted from the
RMAC and in line 11 the server ID is mapped to the corresponding output port. On
line 7, the algorithm chooses an output port using Equal Cost Multipathing (ECMP).
ECMP typically uses the 5-tuple: (Ethernet source, Ethernet destination, IP source,
IP destination, IP protocol, Transport source port, Transport destination port) and
hashes it to a port number if the speciﬁed range.
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm to forward packets in a ToR switch.
1:
2:

function ForwardPacket(pkt, input port)
if input port < k/2 then

3:

output port ← SearchHostsU nderT oR(pkt.eth dst)

4:

if output port == null then

5:

RM AC ← SearchBindingT able(pkt.eth dst)

6:

pkt.eth dst ← RM AC

7:

output port ← ECM P (pkt, k/2, k − 1)

8:
9:

end if
else

10:

server id ← ExtractServerIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

11:

output port ← GetServerOutputP ort(server id)

12:

end if

13:

T ransmitP acket(pkt, output port)

14:

end function

5.1.2 Forwarding Rules in Aggregate Switches
All traﬃc handled by Aggregate switches contains RMAC addresses. Aggregate
switches handle the following three kinds of traﬃc:
• Traﬃc originating in the pod that stays in the pod. This traﬃc is forwarded to
the appropriate rack in the pod.
• Traﬃc originating in the pod that leaves the pod. This traﬃc is forwarded to
one of the Core switches.
• Traﬃc originating in a diﬀerent pod destined for one of the hosts in the current
pod. This traﬃc is forwarded to the appropriate rack in the pod.
Algorithm 5.2 shows how Aggregate switches forward traﬃc.
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Algorithm 5.2 Algorithm to forward packets in an Aggregate Switch.
1:

function ForwardPacket(pkt, input port)

2:

dc id ← ExtractDCIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

3:

pod id ← ExtractP odIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

4:

if dc id == this dc id && pod id == this pod id then

5:

rack id ← ExtractRackIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

6:

output port ← GetRackOutputP ort(rack id)
else

7:

output port ← ECM P (pkt, k/2, k − 1)

8:

end if

9:

T ransmitP acket(pkt, output port)

10:
11:

end function

Lines 3-5 handle traﬃc destined to a host in the same pod. For this traﬃc, the
rack ID is extracted from the RMAC and is mapped to the appropriate output port.
Line 7 handles traﬃc leaving the pod. For this traﬃc, a core switch is chosen using
ECMP.

5.1.3 Forwarding Rules in Core Switches
Core switches handle traﬃc between diﬀerent pods as well as traﬃc that leaves
the data center. Recall from chapter 4, traﬃc that leaves the organization (destined
to an “oﬀ-link” preﬁx) as well as traﬃc destined to another data center within the
organization is forwarded to IP routers in the data center. Placing IP routers in a
separate pod makes the forwarding rules straightforward. IP routers get assigned
UID-MACs and RMACs corresponding to their location in the data center. Based
on the above, Core switches handle the following kinds of traﬃc:
• Traﬃc destined to a host in the data center. This traﬃc is forwarded to the
appropriate pod.
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• Traﬃc originating in the data center destined for a diﬀerent data center. This
traﬃc is forwarded to an IP router.
• Traﬃc origincating in the data center destined for an “oﬀ-link” host. This traﬃc
is forwarded to an IP router.
Algorithm 5.3 shows how Core switches forward packets.
Algorithm 5.3 Algorithm to forward packets in a Core switch.
1:

function ForwardPacket(pkt)

2:

dc id ← ExtractDCIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

3:

if dc id == this dc id then

4:

pod id ← ExtractP odIDF romRM AC(pkt.eth dst)

5:

output port ← GetP odOutputP ort(pod id)

6:

else

7:

pod id ← GetIP RouterP od()

8:

output port ← GetP odOutputP ort(pod id)

9:
10:
11:

end if
T ransmitP acket(pkt, output port)
end function

Lines 3-5 handle traﬃc that stays in the data center as well as “oﬀ-link” traﬃc.
Lines 6-8 handle traﬃc that leaves the data center and is destined for a diﬀerent data
center within the organization.

5.1.4 Forwarding Rules in the Hypervisor Virtual Switch
A physical server in DCnet is virtualized and hosts VMs. The hypervisor must
handle traﬃc between the VMs and the traﬃc that leaves the server. We envision a
hypervisor using a virtual switch that connects all the VMs to each other and to the
physical network interface. The virtual switch in the hypervisor handles the following
kinds of traﬃc:
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• Traﬃc arriving over the physical network interface destined for one of the VMs.
These packets contain the RMAC address in the Ethernet destination ﬁeld.
The virtual switch must derive the UID-MAC address of the destination VM
from the IPv6 destination address in the packet, replace the RMAC with the
UID-MAC and forward the packet to the appropriate VM.
• Traﬃc generated by one of the VMs destined to another VM on the same server.
This traﬃc is simply forwarded out the port connected to the destination VM.
• Traﬃc generated by one of the VMs destined to a host which is not present on
the same server. This traﬃc is sent out the physical network interface towards
the ToR switch.
Algorithm 5.4 shows how hypervisor virtual switches handle traﬃc.
Algorithm 5.4 Algorithm to forward packets in a hypervisor virtual switch.
1:

function ForwardPacket(pkt,input port)

2:

if input port == phys nw port then

3:

uid mac ← ExtractU IDM ACF romIP v6(pkt.ipv6 dst)

4:

pkt.eth dst ← uid mac

5:

output port ← SearchLocalM ACT able(pkt.eth dst)

6:

else

7:

output port ← SearchLocalM ACT able(pkt.eth dst)

8:

if output port == null then
output port ← phys nw port

9:
10:

end if

11:

end if

12:

T ransmitP acket(pkt)

13:

end function
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Lines 2-3 handle traﬃc arriving on the physical network interface destined to one
of the VMs hosted on the server. Line 7 handles inter VM traﬃc and lines 8, 9 handle
traﬃc leaving the server.

5.2 Design of Network Switches in DCnet
The previous section provides details of forwarding algorithms that are used by
switches in DCnet, speciﬁcally forwarding algorithms used by switches in a Fat-tree
network topology. This section explores an architectural design choice for network
switches in DCnet. Before delving into the design of DCnet switches, it is important
to understand the architecture of typical network switches.

5.2.1 Architecture of a Typical Network Switch
A network switch may be loosely deﬁned as a networking element with multiple
connection points or ports which forwards packets between its ports based on a certain set of rules. The set of rules which governs the packet switching depend on the
function that the network switch performs and the protocol stack layer at which it operates. For example, a layer 2 Ethernet switch uses the destination Ethernet address
in a packet to determine the output port. An IP router uses the destination IP address in a packet to determine the output port (and also perform some modiﬁcations
to the packet before transmission such as decrementing the value in the TTL ﬁeld
and recomputing the header checksum). Internal architecture of a typical network
switch is depicted in Figure 5.1. Depending on cost and performance requirements,
a network switch may not have all the components shown in the ﬁgure.
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Figure 5.1.: Architecture of a typical network switch.

A typical network switch consists of the following architectural elements.

Application Speciﬁc Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
At very high link speeds, packets need to be processed extremely fast. For example, on an Ethernet link of speed 10 Gbps, a stream of minimum sized packets
(64 bytes) results in an inter-arrival time of 51.2 ns on a single port. With multiple
ports, the worst case packet inter-arrival time is lesser. In order to perform “linerate” switching, packet processing time should be less than packet inter-arrival time.
A general purpose CPU is not capable of achieving the required packet processing
throughput. An Application Speciﬁc Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is designed specially
to handle packets at line rate. ASICs use highly optimized processing pipelines to
achieve the desired processing rate. ASICs may also be incorporated with high speed
memory such as Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) on the same chip to further optimize table look up times.
However, to save space on an ASIC and to reduce cost, oﬀ-chip SRAMs and TCAMs
may be used.
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Lookup Tables
In order to forward a packet to an appropriate output port, an ASIC needs to
consult a database. Such a database is also known as a Forwarding Information Base
(FIB) or simply a lookup table. A lookup table is not a physical component in a
switch, but is stored in memory. Type of memory required to store the lookup table
depends on the function of the network switch. A layer 3 network switch (IP router)
stores a list of IP preﬁxes and corresponding next hops and output ports. A Ternary
Content Addressable Memory (TCAM), which can match a particular IP address
with all preﬁxes stored in parallel, is used in IP routers. A layer 2 Ethernet learning
switch stores MAC addresses of hosts with corresponding ports they are connected to.
A Binary Content Addressable Memory (or typically known as CAM) may be used
to store all learned MAC addresses. CAMs and TCAMs require higher number of
transistors per bit than SRAMs and are thus more expensive, more power hungry and
less dense than SRAMs. To drive down the cost and power consumption of network
switches, vendors use SRAMs or DRAMS with high speed caches coupled with highly
optimized data structures to store lookup tables. Data structures that are commonly
used in network switches to store lookup tables are hash tables, binary search trees
and tries [71] [72] [73].

General Purpose CPU
Network switches are often equipped with a general purpose CPU. A general purpose CPU on a network switch is used to execute the “control plane” of the switch. A
CPU in an IP router handles routing protocol packets sent by other IP routers, computes routes and populates the FIB in the ASIC. The general purpose CPU typically
runs an Operating System. Control plane functions are implemented as applications
(or modules) in the OS. The OS also provides an interface (such as a CLI) to conﬁgure the switch. The CPU communicates with the ASIC using an I/O bus such as PCI.
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Next sub-sections explore design choices of network switches in DCnet. These
sub-sections use the same example as used previously: an organization made up of
D data centers, each data center a Fat-tree built using radix = k switches and R
servers per rack.

5.2.2 Design of Core and Aggregate Switches
Core and Aggregate switches in DCnet only deal with RMAC addresses. These
switches do not perform rewriting and hence do not need to maintain a table of
mapping between UID-MAC and RMAC addresses. Recall that an RMAC address
encodes the location of a VM. Core and aggregate switches use speciﬁc bits in the
RMAC address to determine how to forward packets. Table 5.1 proposes a division of
RMAC address based on our example. The ﬁelds in the RMAC address are arranged
in a speciﬁc order to enable use of preﬁx based match rules. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁeld
“Data Center ID” occupies the most signiﬁcant bits, followed by “POD ID”, “TOR
ID” and “Server ID” respectively. To simplify rules, let us assume: d = dlog2 (D)e,
p = dlog2 (k)e, t = dlog2 (k/2)e, s = dlog2 (R)e. Figure 5.2 shows the 48-bit RMAC
address for our example organization.

According to Algorithm 5.3, a core switch ﬁrst examines the “Data Center ID” in
the RMAC. If it matches the ID of current data center, it examines the POD ID to
determine the output port. Thus, a core switch examines the most signiﬁcant d + p
bits to forward a packet. In a preﬁx based matching scheme, a core switch needs k
rules with preﬁx length d + p. All rules have the same “Data Center ID” but diﬀerent
“POD IDs”. Each rule handles traﬃc destined to one of k pods in the data center. If
an RMAC does not match any of these k rules, it means the “Data Center ID” diﬀers
and the packets must be forwarded towards IP routers in the data center. A single
“catch-all” rule, also known as a default rule, handles packets leaving the data center.
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Data Center ID
⌈log2(D)⌉ = d
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⌈log2(k/2)⌉ = t

Server ID
⌈log2(R)⌉ = s

D = Number of Data Centers
k = switch radix to build Fat-tree topology
R = Number of servers per rack

Figure 5.2.: RMAC for D data centers, each radix=k Fat-tree topology.

According to Algorithm 5.2, an aggregate switch ﬁrst examines the “Data Center
ID” and the “POD ID” to determine if a packet stays in the same pod or leaves the
pod. If it stays in the same pod, the “TOR ID” in the RMAC is used to determine
the output port. If the packet leaves the pod, it is sent to one of the core switches.
In a preﬁx based matching scheme, an aggregate switch needs k/2 rules with preﬁx
length d+p+t. Each preﬁx handles traﬃc destined to one of the k/2 racks in the pod.
If an RMAC does not match any of these rules, it means either the “Data Center ID”
diﬀers or the “POD ID” diﬀers or both diﬀer and the packet must be sent to one of
the core switches. A “catch-all” rule handles this traﬃc scenario.

Note that, in both core and aggregate switches, the preﬁxes used are of ﬁxed length
(d + p in case of core switches, d + p + t in case of aggregate switches). A lookup
table that stores ﬁxed length preﬁxes does not need an expensive TCAM. In fact,
core and aggregate switches are functionally equivalent to a layer 2 Ethernet switch,
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diﬀerences being preﬁx length and operation performed when a lookup table “miss”
occurs. For a layer 2 learning switch, a lookup table “miss” results in the packet
being ﬂooded on all ports except the incoming port. In case of aggregate switches
in DCnet, a table “miss” means the packet must be sent to one of the core switches
(ideally chosen using ECMP hashing). In case of core switches, a table “miss” means
that the packet must be sent to one of the IP routers in the data center (which may
be hosted in a speciﬁc pod).

In summary, aggregate and core switches can be built using a learning layer 2
Ethernet switch ASIC modiﬁed to handle the table “miss” event diﬀerently.

5.2.3 Design of Top-of-Rack Switches
Algorithm 5.1 shows how a ToR switch in DCnet processes packets. Packet processing in ToR switches is more complex as compared with processing in Aggregate
and Core switches. ToR switches deal with both UID-MAC and RMAC addresses.
For traﬃc leaving the rack, a ToR switch performs rewriting of destination Ethernet
address. Recall from chapter 4, section 4.3, ToR switches in DCnet maintain a copy
of the entire binding table to avoid potential bottleneck due to a request being sent
to a centralized server for each new ﬂow. For a 24-bit unique ID, and an 8-byte entry,
ToR switches need 128 MB to store the binding table. Considering future expansion
with 27-bit UIDs, the size of binding table becomes 1 GB. The high requirement of
storage makes implementation of ToR switches in DCnet challenging.

As shown in Figure 5.1, a network switch contains an oﬀ-ASIC Dynamic Random
Access Memory (DRAM), which is used by the switch OS. DRAM memories are less
expensive and less power hungry as compared to SRAMs and TCAMs. Hence, network switches can provision for multiple gigabytes of oﬀ-ASIC DRAMs. The DCnet
binding table can easily be stored in DRAM storage in the ToR switch. However,
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the binding table stored in DRAM cannot be consulted for processing every packet.
DRAMs are at least an order of magnitude slower than SRAMs [74] [75] with respect
to random access time. Moreover, a DRAM access from ASIC traverses the PCI bus
which incurs more penalty on lookup time. To avoid this, frequently used binding
table entries can be cached in the on-chip SRAM and TCAM memory.

Let us now look at how the on-ASIC lookup table in ToR switches is organized.
The destination Ethernet address in an incoming packet falls in one of the following
three categories:
1. UID-MAC of one of the VMs hosted under the ToR switch. Such a packet
arrives from one of the server-facing ports.
2. RMAC of one of the servers connected to the ToR switch. Such a packet arrives
from one of ports facing Aggregate switches.
3. UID-MAC of one of the VMs not hosted under the ToR switch. Such a packet
arrives from one of the server-facing ports.
For case 1, the maximum number of such UID-MACs is the total number of VMs
hosted under the ToR, which is small compared to the total number of UIDs (assuming 40 servers in a rack and 100 VMs per server, there are 4000 VMs under a
single ToR). For case 2, the total number of such RMACs is the number of connected
servers (typically around 40). Thus, the preﬁxes related to case 1 and case 2 can easily be stored in the on-ASIC lookup table. The preﬁx length for these lookup table
entries is d + p + t + s. Case 3 is where the binding table between UID-MACs and
RMACs needs to be consulted. When a packet that belongs to this category arrives
at the switch, the binding table stored in the DRAM is consulted. The entry is then
cached in the on-ASIC lookup table for fast processing of following packets to the
same destination. The cache entries can be evicted based on a time-out or based on
a cache eviction policy. The preﬁx length for cached lookup entries is d+p+t+s also.
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The technique of storing the entire binding table in each ToR switch fares much
better when compared with a technique of sending a per-ﬂow request to a centralized
database. Recall from chapter 4, section 4.3, a scheme of sending per-ﬂow requests to
a centralized server may need hundreds of controllers to handle high rate of requests
and may incur a penalty of as much as 10ms on setup time of new ﬂows. In DCnet,
a new ﬂow (i.e. a ﬂow to a destination that is not cached), incurs a penalty of a
DRAM access time, which is typically around 40-50 ns [75]. IP routers typically
utilize highly eﬃcient lookup tables stored in SRAM and TCAM memories to store
forwarding entries for line-rate forwarding. The IP routing table, which is generated
by routing updates from neighboring IP routers, is typically stored in the DRAM. The
fast lookup tables (forwarding tables) in IP routers, thus, act as caches for line-rate
forwarding. As the routing table sizes grow, the memory hierarchy in IP routers may
prove to be incapable of performing line-rate forwarding. ToR switches in DCnet use
the same idea, and thus suﬀer from the same shortcomings as those of IP routers,
without making the problems any worse.

5.2.4 The Use of White Box Switches and OpenFlow in DCnet
The OpenFlow protocol has been deﬁned to provide a southbound API for the
Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN) paradigm [76]. SDN separates the control plane
of a network (conﬁguration, routing, monitoring, and other network management
functions) from the data plane (packet forwarding, packet ﬁeld modiﬁcation, and
other packet processing functions) [77], [78]. OpenFlow uses a remote SDN controller to add and remove ﬂow rules and retrieve statistics, such as packets per ﬂow,
from switches. Therefore, an OpenFlow-enabled switch does not need to implement
complex routing and network management protocols; the controller implements management functionality, and conﬁgures data plane hardware in the switch with ﬂow
rules that implement the desired functionality.
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Recent data center networks are being built with commodity switches connected
by a Clos-like network [17], [63], [39], [18], [58]. A white box switch, also known as
a bare metal switch, consists of a commodity switch that does not employ high-end
switch features, which further reduces cost, while providing an open and extensible
interface that allows conﬁguring and control of the switch’s data plane hardware. A
white box switch has minimal control software, and typically uses an open source
operating system such as Linux. White box switches support the OpenFlow protocol. Like the data plane hardware in a conventional switch, the data plane hardware
in a white box switch employs TCAM (shown in Figure 5.1), and the switch allows
a controller to use OpenFlow to conﬁgure the TCAM for packet processing at line
rates. The switch stores new OpenFlow rules in the DRAM. Once an incoming packet
matches a ﬂow rule, the switch caches the rule in TCAM, meaning that subsequent
packets from the same ﬂow will be forwarded at line rate. White box switches, therefore, provide a memory hierarchy necessary to store the entire DCnet binding table
in ToR switches.

DCnet network switches use an RMAC in each packet to make forwarding decisions. The RMAC is inserted into a frame header by rewriting the Ethernet destination destination address. Because the RMAC occupies bits of the frame, a switch can
use the standard preﬁx matching technique to make forwarding decisions. OpenFlow
allows ﬂow rules to be installed in switches that match arbitrary ﬁelds in a frame.
DCnet uses OpenFlow to install rules that match preﬁxes in the destination Ethernet
address ﬁeld. The OpenFlow protocol also supports rules that modify speciﬁed ﬁelds
in a packet. DCnet installs modiﬁcation rules in ToR switch to perform rewriting
— the rules allow a ToR to replace the UID-MAC address in an outgoing frame
with an RMAC. Most commercial white box switches, such as those manufactured
by Pica8 [79] and Juniper Networks [80], support the OpenFlow protocol, and can be
used in DCnet data centers.
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5.3 VM Orchestration in DCnet
A typical cloud provider (public or private) typically uses a logically centralized
authority to maintain information related to VMs that are spread throughout the
data center [39] [18] [38]. The centralized authority is responsible for:
• Providing an interface to create, delete or move VMs within the organization.
• Optimal placement of VMs on physical servers. The distribution of VMs depends on organization goals of optimizing load, power, application response
times, etc.
• Monitoring the health of VMs and hypervisors.
In DCnet, each VM is assigned a unique ID on creation. This unique ID remains
unchanged throughout the life of the VM. Additionally, each VM is assigned an
RMAC address that encodes the current location of the VM. In addition to the
responsibilities of a centralized authority in a cloud, the centralized authority in
DCnet needs to keep track of mapping between UIDs and RMACs for all VMs in the
organization. Furthermore, the centralized authority distributes the mapping between
UIDs and RMACs to all the ToR switches in all data centers in the organization.

5.4 Live VM Migration in DCnet
DCnet proposes a network architecture that supports live VM migration throughout an organization, that may contain multiple data centers. Each VM in DCnet
is assigned a UID-MAC that remains unchanged throughout its life, and an RMAC
that encodes the location of the VM. When a VM migrates, the RMAC associated
with the VM changes to reﬂect the new location. The ToR switches in data centers maintain a mapping between VM UID-MAC and RMAC addresses. As a result,
whenever a VM moves, all the ToR switches must be updated with the new binding.
The exact time when all the ToR switches are updated with the new binding depends
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on how the live migration is performed. This section explores the current live VM
migration techniques and provides a mechanism of updating binding tables during
live VM migration.

5.4.1 Mechanisms of Live VM Migration
Most of the hypervisors, at the time of writing this document, support live VM
migration, including, but not limited to, VMWare, Xen and QEMU. In live VM migration, a running VM is migrated from a source physical server to a target/destination
physical server, without having to shutdown the VM. The guest OS is completely
agnostic to the migration. Live VM migration mechanisms are designed to try to
minimize the downtime and the total migration time experienced by the guest and
any hosts that may be in communication with the guest [81].

Fundamentally, live VM migration mechanism transfers the VM state from source
hypervisor to target hypervisor. The source hypervisor, during the state transfer,
determines when to stop the VM on the source and start it on the target. According
to [81], in general, VM state transfer is divided into three phases:
• Push / pre-copy / warm-up phase: Some pages belonging to the VM are transfered to the target hypervisor while the VM continues running on the source
hypervisor.
• Stop and copy phase: The VM is paused and a set of pages are copied to the
target hypervisor. The set of pages that are copied in this phase can be all
the remaining pages, or pages containing critical VM state, depending on the
particular live migration protocol.
• Pull / post-copy phase: The VM starts on the target hypervisor and pulls any
state that is not yet copied from the source hypervisor.
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A particular VM migration technique typically chooses one or two of the above
mentioned state transfer phases. The simplest VM migration technique uses only the
“Stop and copy phase”, where the VM is stopped on the source hypervisor, all the
state is copied to the target hypervisor and the VM is started on the target hypervisor.
This technique is simple to implement, however it results in a large downtime that
may not be acceptable in certain applications. More practical live VM migration
techniques use two of the above mentioned state transfer phases. Such live migration
techniques are divided broadly into the following two categories:
• Pre-copy Live VM Migration:
1. The target hypervisor is initialized to accept an incoming migration connection
2. The source hypervisor iteratively starts sending the VM state to the target
in rounds. VM continues running on the source. In the ﬁrst round, all
pages are transfered. In successive rounds, only the re-dirtied pages are
transfered again.
3. The source hypervisor uses some heuristics, such as estimated downtime to
determine when to stop the VM, and transfers remaining pages of memory
to the target.
4. The VM is started on the target. The source reclaims the resources allocated to the VM.
• Post-copy Live VM Migration:
1. The target hypervisor is initialized to accept an incoming migration connection.
2. The source hypervisor stops the VM and transfers a critical subset of the
VM state that is necessary to start the VM on the target.
3. The VM is started on the target. Whenever the VM generates request for
pages that are not yet transfered, a page fault is generated which transfers
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the requested page from source to the target. The source hypervisor keeps
transferring pages of memory in background.
4. When all the VM state is transfered from source to the target, the source
hypervisor reclaims resources allocated to the VM.

5.4.2 Binding Table Updates during VM Migration
When a VM in DCnet moves, the mapping between its UID-MAC and RMAC
must be updated in all ToR switches. Recall from previous section, ToR switches replace the destination Ethernet address (which contains the UID-MAC) in all packets
leaving the rack with the appropriate RMAC address. During the ﬁrst half of VM
migration, the VM runs on the source hypervisor and runs on the target hypervisor
during the second half of the migration. If the ToR switches are updated with the
new binding too soon, the packets destined to the moving VM may be directed to
the target server and may be discarded because no VM with matching IPv6 address
exists at the target. On the other hand, if the binding tables are updated too late,
the packets destined to the VM may be directed to the source hypervisor and may
be discarded.

In both pre-copy VM migration and post-copy VM migration, there is a phase,
“Stop and copy”, during which the VM is stopped on the source, some data is copied
from the source to the target, and the VM is resumed on the target. While the VM
is stopped, binding tables of ToR switches can be updated to minimize the loss of
packets destined to the moving VM. In order to be able to update binding tables
at certain points in the VM migration process, the VM orchestration system needs
feedback from the source hypervisor. Consequently, the hypervisor software in DCnet is augmented to work in tandem with the VM orchestration system. Figure 5.3
illustrates the process of live VM migration in DCnet.
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Figure 5.3.: Live VM migration process in DCnet.

During the “Stop and copy” phase, the guest OS is temporarily stopped. Consequently, services that are hosted in the VM experience a downtime. An eﬃcient
binding table update scheme should ensure a small VM downtime. We propose three
binding table update techniques that may be used to minimize VM downtime.

Hierarchical In-band Binding Table Updates
In this scheme, the binding table update message is carried in-band, i.e. through
the data center network. Recall that DCnet envisions a hierarchical data center
network topology. Taking advantage of such a network, binding table updates start at
the “root” of the network and are distributed downwards towards the “leaves”, i.e. the
ToR switches. Each intermediate switch (non ToR switch), upon receiving an update
message, duplicates and forwards the update in the direction of ToR switches. The
exact path that updates take depends on the network topology. Figure 5.4 illustrates
how binding table updates are propagated through a Fat-tree data center network.
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Figure 5.4.: In-band binding table update in a Fat-tree data center.

Hierarchical Out-of-band Binding Table Updates
It is not uncommon for data centers to provision a separate network to carry
control messages between a logically centralized controller and network switches [39],
[18]. A logically centralized controller is typically built using multiple physically
distributed controllers working together. In this scheme of binding table updates,
the update is generated at the VM orchestration system and is sent to the logically
centralized controller. Each physical controller is then responsible for updating a
subset of ToR switches and can update its subset in parallel with other controllers.
This scheme is conceptually similar to the In-band update scheme, except that the
control messages are carried over the control plane. Out-of-band update scheme would
be ideal for data centers which provision a separate control plane.
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Temporary Redirection for Binding Table Updates
Binding table update time in both the schemes described above, depends on the
size of the data center. As the size of the data center increases, the binding table
update time increases which increases the VM downtime. To decouple the binding
table update time from the size of the data center, we propose an optimization that
we call Temporary Redirection Optimization. The optimization adds a temporary
traﬃc redirection rule to the ToR switch connected to the source hypervisor. The
redirection rule, matches traﬃc destined towards the migrating VM based on its IPv6
address. This traﬃc has the old RMAC as the Ethernet destination. The redirection
rule replaces the old RMAC with the new RMAC and forwards the traﬃc towards the
destination hypervisor. The redirection rule is applied during the “Stop and copy”
phase of the live VM migration. Live VM migration proceeds without waiting for
all ToR switches to be updated. The ToR switches are updated while VM migration
proceeds. The redirection rule is removed from the source ToR switch once all ToR
switches are updated with the new binding.

Figure 5.5 shows Temporary Redirection Optimization in action. In this ﬁgure,
the migrating VM (V MA ) has already migrated to the destination hypervisor, however all ToR switches are not updated with the new binding. The ﬁgure shows a VM
(V MX ) sending traﬃc to V MA while the ToR switch connected to V MX (T ORX ) is
not updated with the new binding. The traﬃc leaving T oRX is directed towards the
source ToR switch (i.e. the ToR switch that hosted V MA before migration) based
on the old binding between U IDA and OLD − RM ACA . The redirection rule in
the source ToR switch replaces the OLD − RM ACA with the N EW − RM ACA and
forwards the traﬃc towards the destination ToR switch (i.e. the ToR switch that
hosts V MA after migration).
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Figure 5.5.: Temporary Redirection Optimization during live VM migration.

There are two special cases that need to be considered when using Temporary
Redirection Optimization:
1. The VM sending traﬃc (V MY ) to migrating VM is present on the source hypervisor.
2. The VM sending traﬃc (V MZ ) to migrating VM is present on the destination
hypervisor.
For both the cases mentioned above, the respective virtual switches in the hypervisors must be updated along with the source ToR switch. For the ﬁrst case, before
migration, the virtual switch forwards packets from V MY to V MA over a local virtual
network port that is connected to V MA . After migration, this rule must be removed
so the default rule directs traﬃc for V MA towards the ToR switch. The redirection
rule in the ToR switch then forwards the traﬃc towards the destination hypervisor.
In the second special case, a rule needs to be added in the virtual switch so that
when V MZ sends traﬃc to V MA it is forwarded to the local virtual network port
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that is connected to the now migrated V MA . Note that, the rules need to be updated
in the source and destination hypervisor during other binding table update schemes.
The timing of these updates is important in the Temporary Redirection Optimization
scheme.

In summary, to ensure that Temporary Redirection Optimization allows all VMs
to stay in communication with the migrating VM even when all binding tables are not
updated, three rules are added during the “Stop and copy” phase of VM migration,
one in the source hypervisor virtual switch, one in the destination hypervisor virtual
switch and one in the source ToR switch. Because the number of rules added during
the “Stop and copy” phase is constant, the experienced downtime is independent of
the number of ToR switches in the data center.
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6 SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate the viability of the DCnet idea, we constructed a simulation using
OpenFlow [76] and Mininet [82]. The simulation provides a proof-of-concept for the
DCnet architectural approach. Overall we performed two experiments:
1. VM Mobility inside a data center.
2. Scalable Address Resolution.

6.1 TCP Connections during VM Migration
In this experiment, we simulate a Fat-tree network with switches of radix 4 using
Mininet. Mininet simulates VMs using processes and simulates links using virtual
Ethernet pair (veth) devices. We use OpenVSwitch (OVS) [83] to simulate each data
center switches and use OpenFlow to install DCnet forwarding rules in the switches.
To demonstrate that each VM retains its IP address and maintains TCP connections
after migration, we create TCP connections using iperf [84] between two pairs of VMs
simultaneously. While the TCP connections are up and running, we move a VM from
a server in one pod to a server in a diﬀerent pod. This process involves removing
a veth device from source OVS and add it to the destination OVS. In addition, all
ToR switches receive a new rule corresponding to the new binding between UID-MAC
and new RMAC of the moving VM. In reality, VM migration involves transferring
megabytes of state between servers such as the entire contents of RAM. To simulate
the copying of state, we introduce an artiﬁcial delay in the migration process. Figure
6.1 shows the output of two iperf tests running simultaneously. When a VM moves
in the middle of the tests, throughput drops temporarily but the connection remains
open and returns to the previous level once the migration process is complete.
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Figure 6.1.: Throughput measurement between two pairs of VMs during live VM
migration.

6.2 Scalability of Address Resolution
A data center network architecture that uses a centralized server and requires
the server to be contacted for each ﬂow faces diﬃculties related to scalability. 99% of
ﬂows in a data center are “mice” ﬂows (less than 100 MB) and are ﬁnished within 100
msec. Each request sent to a centralized controller results in a latency of more than 10
msec, which introduces a 10% overhead in 99% of the ﬂows in a data center. DCnet
uses an addressing scheme that does not require a request to be sent for each ﬂow
to a centralized server. Address resolution requests in DCnet are handled locally,
either inside the VM Operating System or in the server hypervisor virtual switch.
We measured the response time of address resolution requests generated by VMs in
DCnet. In the experiment, a set of VMs (simulated by processes) send 1000 Neighbor
Solicitation requests. All VMs are connected to each other using a virtual switch
(OVS). The virtual switch sends the NS requests to a local controller process. The
controller process generates Neighbor Advertisements in response and sends them
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Figure 6.2.: CDF of response times of Neighbor Solicitations for varying number of
VMs.

back to the VMs. We varied the number of VMs from 20 to 100, performed each
experiment ﬁve times and computed the average response time. Finally, we sampled
10,000 data points and computed a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the
response times. Figure 6.2 shows a plot of the results. The median response time for
all experiments is around 0.15 msec and the worst 99th percentile response time is
0.70 msec. DCnet provides a response time which is more than an order of magnitude
better than a system which sends a request for each ﬂow to a centralized server.
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7 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
7.1 DCnet Testbed
We performed simulation of the DCnet architecture to gauge the potential of the
radical redesign of data center network architecture. The positive results motivate us
to build a testbed with Ethernet switches. The testbed is a small scale data center that
implements the DCnet architecture. The testbed consists of a Fat-tree network built
with switches of radix=4. We have chosen the Fat-tree network because currently it
is the most widely used network topology in large scale data centers [15] [63] [39].
A radix=4 Fat-tree consists of 20 switches and 16 servers (or racks of servers). Our
DCnet testbed consists of half a radix=4 Fat-tree network with two core switches and
two pods.

7.2 DCnet Testbed Switches
ToR switches in DCnet provide a mechanism that supports separation of location
and identity addresses of VMs: they rewrite the UID-MAC in the Ethernet destination ﬁeld with the corresponding RMAC. To perform rewriting, each ToR switch
maintains a binding table in memory. Switches in DCnet that are not ToR switches,
perform forwarding operations using a set of longest preﬁx match rules on the Ethernet destination ﬁeld to match an RMAC address with an outgoing interface. The set
of forwarding rules needed by DCnet switched can be implemented using OpenFlow
rules.
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In the DCnet testbed, we emulate a data center switch by installing a quad-NIC
Ethernet adapter in an x86 server. For forwarding software we use the Open vSwitch
software switch.

The x86 servers have the following speciﬁcations:
• Manufacturer and model: Dell Optiplex
• Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E31220 @ 3.10GHz
• RAM: 16 GB
• Operating System: Linux
The details of the multi-NIC Ethernet adapters are:
• Aggregate and ToR switches:
– Manufacturer and model: HP NC365T
– Controller: Intel Corporation 82580
– Ethernet ports: 4 Gigabit full duplex
– Linux driver: igb 5.3.0-k
• Core switches:
– Manufacturer and model: HP NC360T
– Controller: Intel Corporation 82571EB
– Ethernet Ports: 2 Gigabit full duplex
– Linux driver: e1000e 3.3.5-NAPI
DCnet testbed switches use Open vSwitch (OVS) [83] as the forwarding software.
OVS is an OpenFlow enabled software switch. We use OVS v2.7.0 which is built
from source in the DCnet testbed switches. We use OpenFlow v1.3 as the OpenFlow
version for OVS. OpenFlow v1.3 is the version that is widely supported by OpenFlow
enabled switch vendors.
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7.3 DCnet Testbed Servers
7.3.1 Physical Speciﬁcations
A DCnet testbed server is connected directly to each DCnet testbed ToR switch.
DCnet Testbed servers share the same speciﬁcations as the servers that emulate DCnet switches, except for multi-NIC Ethernet adapters. DCnet testbed servers run a
hypervisor that hosts VMs.

7.3.2 Hypervisor
We use the QEMU hypervisor on the DCnet servers to host VMs. We have
modiﬁed the QEMU live VM migration code to support DCnet live VM migration
by exchanging messages with the DCnet VM Orchestrator.

7.3.3 Virtual Switch
Virtual switch on the hypervisor is used by the VMs to communicate with each
other as well as connect to the data center via the physical Ethernet adapter installed
on the DCnet testbed servers. We use Open vSwitch (OVS) as the virtual switch.
Each VM connects to the virtual switch using a Linux tap interface [85].

7.4 DCnet Testbed VM Orchestrator
Recall that a VM orchestrator in DCnet is responsible for instantiating new VMs,
deleting VMs and live migrating VMs across the organization. The VM orchestrator
also communicates with all the ToR switches in the organization in order to add,
remove or modify entries in the binding tables. In the DCnet testbed we have chosen OpenFlow v1.3 as the communication protocol between the VM orchestrator and
ToR switches. The VM orchestrator exposes a RESTful API [86], for the users of
the DCnet testbed to create, delete and migrate VMs in the organization. In the
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DCnet testbed, the VM orchestrator is implemented as an application over the Ryu
SDN Controller [87]. Ryu is implemented in Python and at the time of writing this
dissertation, supports OpenFlow versions 1.1 through 1.5. Ryu also implements the
OpenFlow Nicira extensions. Nicira extensions are used by the VM orchestrator for
implementing Temporary Redirection Optimization.

In order for the VM orchestrator to create, delete and live migrate VMs, it needs
to communicate with the hypervisor on the DCnet servers. Each DCnet server runs
a controller application to accept commands from the VM orchestrator. In addition
to local VM management, the local controller is also responsible for maintaining
OpenFlow rules in the virtual switch on the DCnet servers. We use the Ryu SDN
controller as the local controller. Each instance of local controller communicates with
the VM orchestrator using a custom protocol based on RESTful API [86].
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8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
8.1 Impact of Rewriting on Data Center Traﬃc
Recall that the ToR switches in DCnet rewrite the destination Ethernet address
with the RMAC for packets that leave a data center rack. Similarly, for the packets
that arrive at the hypervisor with an RMAC in the destination Ethernet ﬁeld, the
virtual switch rewrites the RMAC with the UID-MAC address of the destination VM.
Thus all traﬃc that leaves a data center rack undergoes rewriting twice. The ﬁrst set
of experiments measure the impact of rewriting on data center traﬃc in DCnet.

8.1.1 Eﬀect of Rewriting on Ping Traﬃc in the DCnet Testbed
In this experiment, a VM sends ICMP echo requests to another VM in the data
center. The two VMs are placed in diﬀerent pods, so all the traﬃc exchanged between
the VMs undergoes rewriting. We then measure the round-trip time (RTT) of the
echo request-response exchanges. To measure the impact of rewriting, we compare
the RTT with the RTT of echo request-response exchanges that do not involve any
rewriting. To make the test, we install OpenFlow rules based on the VM UID-MAC
addresses to direct the traﬃc between the VMs without any rewriting. Furthermore,
we vary the ICMP echo request data size to check if the impact of rewriting depends
on the packet size.

Figure 8.1(a) shows the result of the experiment. As the ﬁgure shows, rewriting
has minimal or no eﬀect on the RTT of ICMP echo request-response exchanges for
all the packet sizes tested. The ﬁgure shows two jumps in the RTT measurement,
one between data sizes 1800 and 2000, and another between data sizes 4000 and
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Figure 8.1.: Eﬀect of rewriting on Ping traﬃc.

4200. Both the jumps are due to the igb driver that controls the Ethernet ports
on the switches. At a payload size 1938, the total packet size becomes 2000. The
Ethernet driver starts throttling interrupts if the measured bytes/packet exceeds 2000.
The interrupt throttling accumulates across all the switches in the path between the
VMs. The second jump occurs when the total packet size exceeds the page size on the
switches (4096 bytes) and a packet has to be split into multiple pages. The increase
in overhead accumulates across all the switches in the path, and results in a large
RTT increase. We then modiﬁed the igb driver source to disable packet split and set
the interrupt throttling at a ﬁxed rate and ran the same set of experiments. Figure
8.1(b) shows the results. As we can see, there are no jumps in the response times.
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8.1.2 Eﬀect of Rewriting on Ping Traﬃc in HP Switches
In the previous experiment, the measurement is performed on the DCnet testbed
that uses an x86 server with a multi-NIC Ethernet adapter to emulate each switch.
To assess a realistic setting, we use a set of HP switches to measure rewriting. For
the experiment, we connect 5 HP switches to form a path similar to the path between
two VMs in DCnet. We install OpenFlow rules similar to DCnet OpenFlow rules and
perform RTT measurements with and without rewriting.

Figure 8.1(c) shows the results of the experiment. Similar to the experiment
performed on the DCnet testbed, rewriting has no eﬀect on ping traﬃc in HP switches.
Also, there are no jumps in the RTT measurement because the switches are highly
optimized to handle all sizes of packets without introducing delays.

8.1.3 Eﬀect of Rewriting on TCP Traﬃc
In this set of experiments we measure the impact of rewriting on TCP traﬃc.
Unlike the ping traﬃc in the previous set of experiments, the TCP traﬃc in this set
of experiments fully saturates the channel between the two VMs. Before measuring
the impact of rewriting on TCP traﬃc, we perform control experiments that establish
how multiple TCP ﬂows that share a set of links behave when the RTT for the ﬂows
diﬀer. Speciﬁcally, the control experiments establish the following: if two TCP ﬂows
with diﬀering RTTs share a set of links, the ﬂow with lower RTT receives a higher
share of the bottleneck link. This is consistent with the results shown in [88]. Note
that this result is observed when intermediate switches use a simple queuing discipline such as taildrop. For this set of experiments we conﬁgured the DCnet testbed
switches that fall on the bottleneck path to use taildrop queuing discipline.
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Figure 8.2.: Setup of the ‘Eﬀect of rewriting on TCP traﬃc’ experiment.

We use the following setup for the two control experiments: two VMs (V MA and
V MB ) send TCP traﬃc towards a single VM (V MX ). V MA and V MB are placed in
the same pod but in diﬀerent racks. V MX is placed in a diﬀerent pod than the other
two VMs. There are 5 links between any shortest path from V MA to V MX and from
V MB to V MX . We select two paths such that 4 of the 5 links are shared between
the paths. We add OpenFlow rules that match the UID-MAC addresses so the traﬃc
between the VMs does not require any rewriting. In order to simulate diﬀerence in
RTTs, we inject a delay on the ToR switch of V MB . Note that ToR switch of V MB
is not present on the path between V MA and V MX . Figure 8.2 shows the setup of
the control experiment.

In the ﬁrst control experiment, we perform 7 runs, varying the RTT (i.e. changing
the injected delay). In each run, we keep the delay constant, let the TCP ﬂows settle
(i.e. wait for slow-start to ﬁnish), and measure the average throughput for each TCP
ﬂow. We use Iperf [84] to establish TCP ﬂows and measure the throughput. Figure
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Figure 8.3.: TCP control experiments to measure eﬀect of RTT diﬀerence on TCP
throughput.

8.3(a) shows the result of the ﬁrst TCP control experiment. As can be seen in the
plot, as the RTT diﬀerence (i.e. the injected delay) increases above 600us, the TCP
ﬂow that experiences higher RTT receives a lower share of the bottleneck link.
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In the second control experiment, we set the injected delay initially to zero and
start the two TCP ﬂows. Every 10 seconds as the ﬂows proceed, we increase the delay in the TCP ﬂow between V MB and V MX . Figure 8.3(b) shows the results of the
second TCP control experiment. The plot shows how TCP ﬂows react immediately
to change in the RTT. As the RTT experienced by a ﬂow increases beyond 600 us,
the TCP ﬂow starts to receive a lower share of the bottleneck links. The two control
experiments help us understand how two TCP ﬂows carried over a set of common
links share the bottleneck capacity. Speciﬁcally, for our testbed, when the diﬀerence
in RTT of two TCP ﬂows exceeds 600 us, the ﬂow with higher RTT receives a lower
share of the bottleneck link capacity.

We now change one set of OpenFlow rules from UID-MAC based rules to RMAC
based rules, i.e. packets of one of the TCP ﬂows undergo rewriting whereas packets
of the other TCP ﬂow do not undergo any rewriting. We do not inject any artiﬁcial
delay in this experiment. We then measure the throughput of the two TCP ﬂows. If
rewriting adds an overhead which results in a higher RTT, the two TCP ﬂows would
begin to diﬀer in their share of link capacity, as we saw in the control experiments.
Figure 8.4(a) shows that, on an average, the two TCP ﬂows share the bottleneck
link equally for a varying size of packets. Comparing the results to the ﬁrst TCP
control experiment (Figure 8.3(a)), we can see that rewriting has no adverse eﬀect
on TCP throughput. Figure 8.4(b) shows that throughout the run, the bottleneck
link capacity is shared equally between the two TCP ﬂows. By comparing the results
with the second TCP control experiment (Figure 8.3(b)), we can see that rewriting
does not have any eﬀect on the instantaneous TCP throughput.
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Figure 8.4.: Eﬀect of rewriting on TCP throughput.

In summary, rewriting in the DCnet testbed has no noticeable overhead on the
data center traﬃc. The TCP control experiments and the TCP rewriting experiments
also prove that the delay added to the traﬃc due to rewriting is less than 600 us for
our DCnet testbed.
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8.2 Comparison of Rewriting and Tunneling in the DCnet Testbed
Solutions such as VL2 [18], Monsoon [38] and WL2 [41] use encapsulation headers
to separate identity and location addresses. Data center providers also use tunneling
protocols such as VXLAN [33] and NVGRE [34] to build overlay networks in a data
center and enable live VM migration in the overlay networks. The VXLAN protocol
encapsulates the VM traﬃc in UDP datagrams, and the NVGRE protocol uses a
protocol header, which is assigned a separate IP protocol type, to encapsulate the
VM traﬃc. The additional headers not only add overhead in the datagrams, but also
incur overhead for encapsulation and decapsulation of VM traﬃc. Recall that DCnet
employs rewriting of the destination Ethernet address with a hierarchical bit-mapped
address known as the RMAC. Destination Ethernet address rewriting is a common
operation supported by IP routers, and rewriting can be performed at line rates. Data
center providers typically set up tunneling end points on the physical server inside the
hypervisor virtual switches. If performed in software using the physical server CPU,
encapsulation and decapsulation incur CPU overhead [35] [37] [36]. An alternative
is to use specialized hardware that supports tunneling such as specialized NICs or
FPGAs [35].

In this set of experiments, we compare tunneling and rewriting in the DCnet
testbed. We do not employ any specialized hardware to perform encapsulation and
decapsulation, and rely on the tunneling features provided by the Linux kernel; specifically, we use the VXLAN implementation in the Linux kernel. In the DCnet testbed,
we choose two physical servers that are present in diﬀerent pods, and hence are 6 hops
away from each other. We create a VXLAN interface on the two physical servers and
set up a VXLAN tunnel between the servers. We assign IPv6 addresses having different preﬁxes to the VXLAN interface and the hypervisor switch interface, and add
OpenFlow rules in the DCnet switches to carry the two diﬀerent kinds of traﬃc:
tunneled traﬃc and normal DCnet traﬃc that gets rewritten to.
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In the ﬁrst experiment, we compare throughput of a TCP ﬂow established between the two servers, once with tunneling and once with rewriting. The two ﬂows
(tunneled and rewriting) are not established simultaneously, but one at a time. We
also vary the MTU of the interfaces in order to gauge the eﬀects of tunneling and
rewriting. Figure 8.5 shows the results of this experiment. As can be seen in the
ﬁgure, tunneled traﬃc experiences a lower throughput as compared with the normal
DCnet traﬃc. We hypothesize two reasons for the diﬀerence in throughput. First, the
added encapsulation header bits in the datagrams decreases the application goodput
(i.e. the throughput of the application data). Second, the CPU overhead to perform
encapsulation and decapsulation.

In the second experiment, we replace the TCP ﬂows in the ﬁrst experiment with
the UDP, and we vary the UDP payload size. We also measure the CPU utilization
at the sender of the UDP ﬂow to measure the impact of tunneling on the CPU at
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Figure 8.6.: Comparison of tunneling and rewriting using UDP.

the physical servers. Figure 8.6 shows the results of the experiment. For very small
payload sizes (such as 50 bytes), the UDP is bottlenecked by CPU for tunneled as
well as DCnet traﬃc. At payload size of 300 bytes, the tunneled traﬃc is still bottlenecked by the CPU whereas the DCnet traﬃc experiences a lower CPU utilization.
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As the payload size increases further, the CPU utilization decreases and the throughput increases, however tunneled traﬃc results in lower throughput and higher CPU
utilization when compared with the DCnet traﬃc, which employs rewriting.

The results of these experiments will vary depending on the use of specialized
hardware or the use of optimized tunneling protocol implementations.

8.3 Evaluation of Live VM Migration in the DCnet Testbed
Cloud providers can make use of live VM migration to optimize VM placement
in data centers. Live VM migration also helps with preventative maintenance, hot
spot elimination and power optimization. VMs in a cloud can host cloud applications
and services. If a VM remains unavailable for an extended period of time during
live migration, the service availability will be aﬀected. Therefore, it is important to
minimize VM downtime.

Recall from section 2 that when a VM migrates in DCnet, all ToR switches must
be updated with the new binding of UID-MAC to RMAC for the migrating VM.
Section 3, discusses an optimization to binding table updates: the Temporary Redirection Optimization (TRO). The optimization disassociates VM downtime from the
number of ToR switches in the organization. In this section we present a set of experiments that measure the VM downtime with and without TRO. The DCnet testbed
contains four ToR switches. To measure the impact of increasing the number of ToR
switches, we simulate ToR switches using dummy OVS instances. To simulate the
presence of N ToR switches, the VM orchestrator sends N update messages to the
set of dummy OVS switches.
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Figure 8.7.: Evaluation of live VM migration using Ping.

8.3.1 Measurement of VM Downtime Using Ping
In this experiment, a VM (V MA ) sends a series of ICMP echo requests (ping) to
another VM (V MB ), at the rate of one message per millisecond. In the middle of the
series of ping packets, V MB is live migrated to another server. The live migration
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causes a temporary downtime, which results in lost ping requests or responses. We
then measure the total number of lost ping responses as an estimate of the total VM
downtime hosts will experience during migration. We perform the experiment with
and without the Temporary Redirection optimization, and varying the number of
simulated ToR switches.

Figure 8.7(a) shows the results of the experiment. As expected, the number of
lost ping responses is constant and close to zero with the Temporary Redirection
Optimization. Without the optimization, however, the number of lost ping responses
is proportional to the number of simulated ToR switches. Note that we do not use a
hierarchical binding table update scheme. With a hierarchical update scheme, the expected VM downtime will be proportional to the logarithm of number of ToR switches.

Figure 8.7(b) shows the response times for a single experiment with the number
of ToRs ﬁxed at 6000. Here we can see a large gap when no optimization is used,
and a small gap when binding table updates are optimized. The live VM migration
starts at approximately ping request number 1000. The VM state is transferred over
the data center network (i.e. in-band) which increases the ping response times while
the VM state is transferred which can be observed in the plot.

8.3.2 Measurement of VM Downtime Using TCP
In this experiment, we measure the impact of live VM migration on TCP ﬂows. In
the experiment, a VM (V MA ) establishes a TCP connection with another VM (V MB ).
While the ﬂow is running, V MB is migrated to a diﬀerent server. We capture a time
series of instantaneous TCP throughput measurements before, during and after the
migration. We perform the experiment with and without Temporary Redirection Optimization. The number of simulated ToR switches in this experiment is ﬁxed at 5000.
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Figure 8.8 shows the results of the experiment. For both the runs (with and
without optimization), we can see that the VM migration starts approximately 5
seconds into the experiment. In the ﬁrst stage of live VM migration, the VM data is
copied from source to target while the VM continues to run on the source hypervisor.
In the DCnet testbed, VM migration happens in-band (i.e. VM migration shares the
network with normal data center traﬃc). Sharing is evident from the drop in TCP
throughput for approximately 1.5 seconds after the VM migration starts. The binding
table updates are triggered when the migration enters the “Stop and Copy” phase.
During this phase, the VM is paused on the source and the remaining VM state is
copied on the target. The “Stop and Copy” phase results in a ﬁxed, unavoidable
VM downtime, which is evident in the plot: for VM migration with binding table
optimization, there is a drop in throughput between 6.5 and 6.75 seconds. With
the Temporary Redirection Optimization, once it starts running on the target, the
VM has connectivity to the entire organization. When binding tables are updated
without optimization, the VM has limited connectivity to the organization once it
starts on the target, depending on the number of ToR switches updated. For the
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latter case, the connectivity to the entire organization is completely restored once all
the ToR switches are updated. Restoration is evident from the results. For the case
of optimization, the TCP throughput is restored to previous level almost immediately
after the VM starts running on the target, whereas for the case of no optimization,
it takes a few seconds for TCP throughput to return to the pre-migration levels.
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9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As enterprise workload steadily moves to VMs and containers in data centers, live
VM migration has become an important tool that cloud providers can use to perform load balancing, to avoid hot spots and to perform preventative maintenance.
In traditional networking, VMs cannot be migrated outside of the IP subnet without
changing its IP address. However, by changing its IP address, a VM cannot maintain
its existing TCP connections after migration; TCP uses end host IP addresses along
with application port numbers to identify the connections. Thus, a VM can only be
migrated within the same subnet, i.e. the same layer 2 network, without changing its
IP address. Contemporary data centers use an address assignment scheme such that
a single rack or a handful of racks are assigned IP addresses belonging to the same
subnet preﬁx. Such an address assignment scheme restricts the movement of VMs to
a small portion of a single data center. In order to achieve high eﬃciency of server
virtualization (i.e. the use of VMs), it is important that VMs be able to be migrated
througout a data center. Moreover, contemporary organizations own multiple data
centers distributed over large geographical distances. Thus, a VM should be able to
be migrated between data centers to achieve high eﬃciency.

DCnet proposes a data center network architecture that supports live VM migration throughout an organization network, which may consist of multiple data centers
spread over large geographical distances. The DCnet network architecture provides an
illusion of an organization wide layer 2 network for all VMs and containers, making it
possible to live migrate VMs anywhere in the organization network. The illusion of an
organization wide layer 2 network is achieved by using two fundamental ideas. First,
by the separation of identity and location addresses at layer 2. Second, by deﬁning
a hierarchical addressing scheme for the layer 2 location addresses. Each addressable
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entity in DCnet (i.e. a VM, or a container, or a physical server) is assigned a unique
ID (UID), and using the UID, a layer 2 identity address is generated, which is known
as the UID-MAC. Using the UID-MAC address, an IPv6 address is generated for the
entity by preﬁxing the UID-MAC with the organization IP preﬁx. In addition to an
identity address, each addressable entity is assigned a layer 2 location address, known
as the routable MAC (RMAC) address. The location address encodes the current
location of an entity in the organization network. When a VM migrates within an
organization network, its identity address remains constant, and the location address
changes to reﬂect its new location. A logically centralized binding server maintains
the mapping between UIDs of VMs and their RMACs, and the mapping is used by
the infrastructure to forward traﬃc between VMs in the organization.

Address resolution in DCnet does not require a data center wide broadcast, nor
does it require a request sent to the centralized binding server. Since the UID-MAC
address forms the lower portion of an IPv6 address, the MAC address and the IP
address can be generated from each other without consulting an external database.
The DCnet binding server distributes the mapping between UIDs and RMACs to
all ToR switches in the data centers. For traﬃc between two VMs, the source ToR
switch rewrites the UID-MAC of the destination VM with its RMAC, the network
switches the hierarchical deﬁnition of an RMAC to forward the traﬃc towards the
destination physical server, and the virtual switch on the destination physical server
restores the UID-MAC of the destination VM in the packets, from the destination IP
address (without requiring to consult any database).

When a VM in DCnet migrates from one physical server to another physical server,
all ToR switches must be updated with the new binding. As the size and number of
data centers increase, the downtime of a VM during migration increases. For eﬃcient
VM migration, the network architecture must not prove to be a bottleneck. The DCnet network architecture decouples the VM downtime from the size and number of
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data centers by using an optimization, called the Temporary Redirection Optimization. To optimize the VM downtime, a temporary redirection rule is added to the ToR
switch of the old physical server of the VM. The rule redirects the traﬃc towards the
new location, and is in eﬀect until all ToR switches are updated with the new binding.

DCnet uses the same frame formats of Ethernet and IP, and does not require
any changes to the operating systems, application programming interfaces, libraries,
or applications. DCnet avoids certain scalability issues faced by contemporary solutions, by avoiding a per ﬂow request (such as an address resolution request) being
sent to a centralized server. The hierarchically deﬁned layer 2 location addresses can
be applied to any structured data center network topology, especially popular contemporary topologies that are based on a scale-out model. DCnet switches can be
built using commodity oﬀ-the-shelf network switches, and the standard OpenFlow
protocol, which is commonly supported by a majority of network switches. The problem of high requirement of memory in ToR switches in DCnet can be exacerbated by
employing a memory hierarchy that is commonly found in network switches. DCnet,
thus, provides a feasible solution to extend contemporary data centers to support live
VM migration throughout an organization network.

This dissertation reports results of simulation experiments, and results of experiments performed on a testbed. The simulation experiment shows that address
resolution in DCnet remains independent of the size of a data center, and avoids a
scalability issue that can cripple larger data centers. The experiments performed on
the testbed demonstrate two key properties of the DCnet architecture. First, the
hierarchically deﬁned RMAC addresses can be used by commodity oﬀ-the-shelf, and
white box switches to handle DCnet traﬃc without the need of special hardware. Second, the temporatry redirection optimization during VM migration allows the VM
downtime to be low irrespective of the size of the data center.
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10 FUTURE WORK
Public cloud providers serve multiple tenants simultaneously. Tenants can create
and delete virtual machines and containers, and change policies and access controls.
Some cloud providers also allow tenants to split their set of virtual machines into subnetworks, and deﬁne policies between the tenant sub-networks. Recall from chapter
4, the DCnet network architecture supports hosting of multiple tenants and allows
tenants to create sub-networks by adding two ﬁelds to the UID. First, a tenant ID
is added to distinguish one tenant from another. Second, a tenant sub-network ID is
used to identify a sub-network for a particular tenant. DCnet forwarding rules then
use the tenant ID and the sub-network ID ﬁelds to enforce forwarding and access
rules. As the number of tenants and number of VMs per tenant increase, applying
policies at line-rate will become a challenge. As a part of future work, we will work
on a scalable solution to enforce tenant traﬃc policies without adding latency or affecting throughput.

With an increase in the scale of data centers, the 48 bits of the Ethernet destination ﬁeld in the Ethernet header will fall short for extremely large organizations and
data centers. Note that, just as the destination Ethernet address is restored by the
receiving hypervisor using the destination IP address, the source Ethernet ﬁeld also
can be restored using the source IP address. Thus, DCnet can be extended to use 96
bits out of the Ethernet header to carry an RMAC, giving enough bits for increasing
sizes of the ﬁelds in an RMAC. As an extension of DCnet, we will explore how we
can use the 96 bits of the Ethernet header to accommodate the RMAC address, and
possibly any more information that may be required in the future. Finally, we will
consider expansion of the RMAC for broadcast and multicast over emulated subnets.
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Current data center networks use 40, 50 Gbps networks with plans to support 100
Gbps. However, as network speeds grow beyond multiple 100 Gbps to terabits per
second, the current data center network architectures will not be able to provide all
the services such as load balancing and ACLs, at line speeds. Future data centers will
also make use of fast optical switching to increase the network speeds. We propose
to extend the DCnet network architecture to support multiple 100 Gbps and Tbps
speeds without sacriﬁcing any features currently supported. We will consider extant
optical switching networks such as the chordal ring approach used by networks from
Plexxi [89].
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APPENDIX
RMAC: A HIERARCHICAL BIT-MAPPED FORWARDING
Recall that DCnet expands the layer 2 addressing into a hierarchical addressing
scheme that uses Routable MAC (RMAC) addresses. An RMAC encodes the location of a VM in the data center. Network switches in the DCnet architecture use
the RMAC address in packets to perform forwarding on the packets. Data center
topologies are typically highly structured and sometimes deﬁned in a hierarchical
fashion (i.e. a larger network is built using multiple smaller but similar networks). A
structured or a hierarchical design of the data center topology can be easily mapped
on to a bit-mapped “address” containing multiple ﬁelds, each ﬁeld identifying a division in the topology hierarchy. The ﬁelds in the RMAC are arranged such that the
forwarding decisions can be made by longest matching preﬁx technique (also used in
IP forwarding). For example, by arranging the ﬁelds in order of the hierarchy level
from most to least signiﬁcant positions in the address, one can design a hierarchical
bit-mapped forwarding tag.

An RMAC address may also be considered as a unit is a mixed-radix numbering
system [90]. An example of a mixed-radix numbering system is the representation of
time: “h:m:s” i.e. three numbers representing hours, minutes and seconds. In this
example, each ﬁeld has a diﬀerent range, and represents a unit that is a multiple of
the ﬁeld appearing to its right. Another way to explain this would be, the current
time is s seconds past m minutes past h hours. On similar lines, an RMAC could
be deﬁned as “DC ID:Division ID:TOR ID:Server ID”. An interpretation of such an
RMAC is that the server is the Server IDth server under the T OR IDth ToR switch
in the Division IDth division in the DC IDth data center in the organization.
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Figure A.1.: VL2 data center topology.

In chapter 5, we saw an example RMAC address deﬁned for a Fat-tree data center
network topology. Here, we will see more examples of how an RMAC address is
deﬁned according to the topology of the data center.

A.1 RMAC Deﬁnition for the VL2 Topology
VL2 deﬁnes a scale-out data center topology using three layers of switches [18].
The highest level consists of Di -port switches known as Intermediate switches. The
middle level consists of DA -port switches known as Aggregate switches. The lowest level consists of ToR switches. Each ToR switch is connected to two Aggregate
switches. Each Aggregate switch is connected to all Intermediate switches. With
such a conﬁguration, there are DA /2 Intermediate switches, DI Aggregate switches
and DA ∗ DI /4 ToR switches. Figure A.1 shows the topology of the VL2 data center
network architecture.
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Figure A.2.: RMAC deﬁnitions for the VL2 topology (special case and general case).

A special case of the VL2 topology is when all ToR switches can be divided into
DI /2 sets, each set containing DA /2 switches, and all ToR switches in a set connect
to the same two Intermediate switches. In the special case, the data center can be
divided into DI /2 divisions, each division containing two Intermediate switches and
DA /2 ToR switches forming a bi-partite graph. In the special case the RMAC needs
to identify a division, a ToR switch under a division, and a server under a ToR switch.

In the most general case of the VL2 topology, it may not be possible to divide up
the ToR switches and the Intermediate switches sets such that there are no connections between switches belonging to diﬀerent sets. To deﬁne an RMAC in this general
case, it is important to note that with respect to a server, there are two Intermediate
switches that connect to the ToR switch hosting the server. Thus, an RMAC could
store IDs of the two Intermediate switches, and respective IDs of the ToR switch
under each Intermediate switch. In other words, the RMAC address could store two
diﬀerent addresses of the same server: an address with respect to the two Intermedi-
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Figure A.3.: RMAC deﬁnition for a k-ary n-tree. Examples of routing in a 2-ary
3-tree.

ate switches that provide connectivity to the ToR switch hosting the server. Figure
A.2 shows the RMAC deﬁnitions for the special case as well as the general case.

A.2 RMAC Deﬁnition for a k-ary n-tree
A k-ary n-tree [57] is made up of n ∗ k n−1 switching nodes (e.g. network switches)
and k n processing nodes (e.g. servers). The switching nodes are divided into n levels, with k n−1 nodes in each level. The switching nodes at level l are labeled as <
w0 , w1 , ..., wn−2 , l >, 0 <= wi <= (k −1). Two switching nodes < w0 , w1 , ..., wn−2 , l >
0
and < w00 , w10 , ..., wn−2
, l0 > are connected if and only if l0 = l + 10 and wi = wi0 for

all i 6= l. The processing nodes are labeled as p0 , p1 , ..., pn−1 . A switching node
< w0 , w1 , ..., wn−2 , n − 1 > and a processing node p0 , p1 , ..., pn−1 are connected if and
only if wi = pi for all i ∈ [0, n − 2]. Thus, switches in the level n − 1 are ToR switches
in a k-ary n-tree.
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A shortest path between two processing nodes p0 , p1 , ..., pn−1 and q0 , q1 , ..., qn−1
in a k-ary n-tree passes through a lowest common ancestor of the two processing
nodes. Thus, routing between two nodes in a k-ary n-tree involves two phases: an
ascending phase that routes the messages from the source node towards a lowest
common ancestor and a descending phase that routes the message from the lowest
common ancestor towards the destination node [57]. Each network switch, upon
receiving a packet, computes the longest matching preﬁx between the destination
label and the switch’s own label. If an incoming packet is in the ascending phase (i.e.
it arrives from one of the “downward” facing links), and the length of the longest
matching preﬁx is equal to the level l of the current switch, then the descending
phase should begin, and the packet is sent to the switch corresponding to ql in the
destination label. If the incoming packet is in the ascending phase, and the length
of the longest preﬁx match is less than the level l of the current switch, the switch
sends the packet to any one of the level l − 1 switches it is connected to. If the
incoming packet is in the descending phase (i.e. is arrives on one of the “upward”
facing links), the packet is sent to a switch in the lower level corresponding to the
l + 1th index in the destination’s label (ql ), where l is the level of the current switch.
A switch only needs the destination label q0 , q1 , ..., qn−1 and its own label to make a
forwarding decision. Thus, a processing node’s label in a k-ary n-tree can be used as
its RMAC address. Figure A.3 shows the RMAC deﬁnition for a k-ary n-tree, and
shows example routing scenarios in a 2-ary 3-tree.
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